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SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION
San Luis Obispo County approved a coastal development permit (CDP) allowing an existing
residence to be used as a vacation rental at 194 San Luis Street Parkway in the community of
Avila Beach. The Appellants contend that the County-approved project: (1) is inconsistent with
the underlying Residential Multi-Family (RMF) land use designation, and the County’s 2005
approval of the planned unit development subdivision related to the property; (2) is not located in
a visitor-serving commercial district and does not meet County Local Coastal Program (LCP)
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requirements related to visitor-serving priorities; and (3) is inconsistent with LCP policies that
protect community character and neighborhood compatibility.
After reviewing the local record, staff has concluded that the appeal does not raise a substantial
issue with respect to the project’s conformance with the LCP. First, vacation rentals are an
allowed use in the County’s RMF land use designation, and the County’s 2005 planned
development approval (in addition to the County’s 2003 approval for the construction of the
subject residence) did not prohibit this home from being used as a vacation rental. Next, vacation
rentals are not required to be located in a visitor-serving commercial district, and the LCP
encourages and provides specific standards for residential vacation rentals that are typically
applied county-wide. Finally, the County conditioned its approval to protect residential
community character and neighborhood compatibility by including strict limits on occupancy,
vehicles and parking, tenancy, and noise; a prohibition against changing the residential character
of the home’s appearance; and penalties for violations of any of these conditions.
In summary, vacation rentals provide an important visitor function that allows small groups and
families another option for overnight accommodations near the beach and shoreline throughout
the state of California. The County-approved project provides an appropriate balance between
providing a visitor-serving accommodation along the coast and ensuring controls are in place to
avoid negative impacts to adjacent residents. Staff recommends that the Commission determine
that the appeal contentions do not raise a substantial LCP conformance issue, and that the
Commission decline to take jurisdiction over the CDP for this project. The single motion
necessary to implement this recommendation is found on page 3 below.
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I. MOTION AND RESOLUTION
Staff recommends that the Commission determine that no substantial issue exists with respect
to the grounds on which the appeal was filed. A finding of no substantial issue would mean that
the Commission will not hear the application de novo and that the local action will become final
and effective. To implement this recommendation, staff recommends a YES vote on the
following motion. Passage of this motion will result in a finding of No Substantial Issue and the
local action will become final and effective. The motion passes only by affirmative vote of a
majority of the Commissioners present.
Motion: I move that the Commission determine that Appeal Number A-3-SLO-13-013
raises no substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed
under Section 30603. I recommend a yes vote.
Resolution to Find No Substantial Issue. The Commission finds that Appeal Number A3-SLO-13-013 does not present a substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which
the appeal has been filed under Section 30603 of the Coastal Act regarding consistency
with the Certified Local Coastal Program and/or the public access and recreation
policies of the Coastal Act.

II. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS
A. PROJECT BACKGROUND
The subject residence is located at 194 San Luis Street Parkway (APN 076-201-082), between
Laurel Street and Lucas Lane, in the community of Avila Beach, in San Luis Obispo County (see
Exhibit 1). The County-approved project allows the existing residence to be used as a vacation
rental.
The single-family residence is part of a three-unit development built in the mid-2000s in the
Residential Multi-Family (RMF) land use designation (sometimes referred to as a zone or
district). The residence is surrounded by multi-family residential complexes to the north, south,
east and west. The Applicant’s residence is a 1,590 square-foot, two-story, three-bedroom home,
with an attached two-car garage on the ground floor. The two other units within the original
development are located at 196 (APN 076-201-081) and 198 (APN 076-201-080) San Luis Street
Parkway.
In 2003, the County approved a CDP (County reference D020252P, Commission reference 3SLO-03-476) to allow the demolition of an existing single-family residence and a detached
garage, and the construction of the three detached single-family residences (described above) on
a single parcel. In 2005, while construction of the three residences was underway, the County
approved a CDP for a subdivision (County reference SUB2004-00337CO05-0139;Commission
reference 3-SLO-05-426) that created three parcels (one for each residence) and one common
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lot, 1 as well as associated access ingress/egress, drainage and utility easements at the site. The
conditions of approval of the 2005 CDP imposed, among other things, height limits, a drainage
plan, and required that the final design be consistent with the Avila Beach Specific Plan.

B. SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY CDP APPROVAL
On October 5, 2012 and subject to multiple conditions, the San Luis Obispo County Hearing
Officer approved the Applicant’s proposed project designed to allow an existing residence to be
used as a vacation rental. The approval did not include any physical expansion of the residence,
or any other improvements. The Hearing Officer’s approval was appealed to the County’s Board
of Supervisors by Greg and Penni Tidwell, owners of a neighboring house. The Board of
Supervisors held a public hearing to consider the appeal on February 26, 2013. At that time, the
Board denied the appeal and upheld the Hearing Officer’s original approval with revised findings
and conditions of approval intended to further clarify the reasons for the Hearing Officer’s
approval and to further ensure that the project satisfy specific LCP requirements regarding
vacation rentals. Notice of the County Board’s action on the CDP was received in the Coastal
Commission’s Central Coast District Office on March 14, 2013 (see Exhibit 2). The Coastal
Commission’s ten-working day appeal period for this action began on March 15, 2013 and
concluded at 5pm on March 28, 2013. One valid appeal, submitted by Greg and Penni Tidwell
and Dr. and Mrs. William Schuh (also neighboring owners), was received during the appeal
period (see Exhibit 3).

C. APPEAL PROCEDURES
Coastal Act Section 30603 provides for the appeal to the Coastal Commission of certain CDP
decisions in jurisdictions with certified LCPs. The following categories of local CDP decisions
are appealable: (a) approval of CDPs for development that is located (1) between the sea and the
first public road paralleling the sea or within 300 feet of the inland extent of any beach or of the
mean high tide line of the sea where there is no beach, whichever is the greater distance, (2) on
tidelands, submerged lands, public trust lands, within 100 feet of any wetland, estuary, or stream,
or within 300 feet of the top of the seaward face of any coastal bluff, and (3) in a sensitive
coastal resource area; or (b) for counties, approval of CDPs for development that is not
designated as the principal permitted use under the LCP. In addition, any local action (approval
or denial) on a CDP for a major public works project (including a publicly financed recreational
facility and/or a special district development) or an energy facility is appealable to the
Commission. This project is appealable because vacation rentals are not the principal permitted
use in the RMF land use category.
The grounds for appeal under Section 30603 are limited to allegations that the development does
not conform to the certified LCP or, if applicable, to the public access policies of the Coastal
Act. Section 30625(b) of the Coastal Act requires the Commission to conduct a de novo CDP
hearing on an appealed project unless a majority of the Commission finds that “no substantial
issue” is raised by such allegations. 2 Under Section 30604(b), if the Commission conducts a de
1

Three parcels of 3,737 sq.ft., 3,010 sq.ft. and 2,916 sq.ft., and one common lot of 4,703 sq.ft..

2

The term “substantial issue” is not defined in the Coastal Act or in its implementing regulations. In previous
decisions on appeals, the Commission has generally been guided by the following factors in making substantial issue
determinations: the degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s decision; the extent and scope of
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novo hearing and ultimately approves a CDP for a project, the Commission must find that the
proposed development is in conformity with the certified LCP. If a CDP is approved for a project
that is located between the nearest public road and the sea or the shoreline of any body of water
located within the coastal zone, Section 30604(c) also requires an additional specific finding that
the development is in conformity with the public access and recreation policies of Chapter 3 of
the Coastal Act. The subject project is not located between the first public road and the sea or the
shoreline of any body of water located within the coastal zone, and thus such finding is not
required in this case.
The only persons qualified to testify before the Commission on the substantial issue question are
the Applicant, persons who made their views known before the local government (or their
representatives), and the local government. Testimony from other persons regarding substantial
issue must be submitted in writing. Any person may testify during the de novo CDP
determination stage of an appeal.

D. SUMMARY OF APPEAL CONTENTIONS
The Appellants contend that the County-approved project is inconsistent with the certified LCP
because it “does not conform to the standards set forth in the Local Coastal Program and does
not conform to the standards set forth in the Coastal Act.” While no LCP policies are specifically
cited, the Appellants’ contentions are that the project: (1) is inconsistent with the underlying
RMF land use designation and was previously granted exemptions from the planned
development standards when the planned development was originally approved; (2) is not in a
visitor-serving commercial district and does not meet the LCP’s visitor-serving policies and
standards; and (3) is inconsistent with LCP policies that protect community character and
neighborhood compatibility (including parking) from incompatible and undesirable uses. See
Exhibit 3 for the full text of the appeal contentions.

E. SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE DETERMINATION
Applicable Policies
The County’s LCP includes operational standards for vacation rentals, along with other policies
related to visitor-serving uses and neighborhood compatibility. Coastal Zone Land Use
Ordinance (CZLUO) Section 23.08.165 provides standards and regulations for vacation rentals
in San Luis Obispo County, which include some more limited general standards that apply
countywide, and then some very specific standards that apply within Cambria and Cayucos. As a
general rule, the County typically applies all of the standards of the vacation rental ordinance to
proposed vacation rentals in other areas of the County as well, including as a tool for addressing
other LCP consistency issues, and to ensure orderly use of vacation rentals overall. Section
23.08.165 includes:
the development as approved or denied by the local government; the significance of the coastal resources affected by
the decision; the precedential value of the local government's decision for future interpretations of its LCP; and,
whether the appeal raises only local issues as opposed to those of regional or statewide significance. Even when the
Commission chooses not to hear an appeal, appellants nevertheless may obtain judicial review of a local
government’s CDP decision by filing a petition for a writ of mandate pursuant to the Code of Civil Procedure,
Section 1094.5. In this case, for the reasons discussed further below, the Commission exercises its discretion and
determines that the development approved by the County does not raise a substantial issue with regard to the
Appellants’ contentions.
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23.08.165 – Residential Vacation Rentals
The development of a new structure intended for use as a Residential Vacation Rental shall
comply with all standards applicable to the construction of a residence within the land use
category that the Residential Vacation Rental is proposed. Rental shall not exceed one
individual tenancy within seven consecutive calendar days. The use of residential property as
a vacation rental within the Cambria and Cayucos urban reserve lines shall comply with the
following standards:
a. Purpose. The purpose of this section is to establish a set of regulations applicable to
residential vacation rentals. These regulations are in addition to all other provisions of
this Title. In the adoption of these standards the Board of Supervisors find that
residential vacation rentals have the potential to be incompatible with surrounding
residential uses, especially when several are concentrated in the same area, thereby
having the potential for a deleterious effect on the adjacent full time residents. Special
regulation of these uses is necessary to ensure that they will be compatible with
surrounding residential uses and will not act to harm and alter the neighborhoods they
are located within.
b. Permit requirements. Zoning Clearance, Business License and Transient Occupancy Tax
Registration for each residential vacation rental. Where water or sewage disposal is
provided by a community system, evidence shall be submitted with the application for
Zoning Clearance to show that the service provider(s) has been informed of the proposed
use of the property as a vacation rental, and has confirmed that there is adequate service
capacity available to accommodate this use.
c. Location. Within all residential land use categories, no residential vacation rental shall
be located within 200 linear feet of a parcel on the same block on which is located any
residential vacation rental or other type of visitor-serving accommodation that is outside
of the Commercial land use category. This location standard can be modified through
Minor Use Permit approval when a Development Plan is not otherwise required.
d. Vacation rental tenancy. Rental of a residence shall not exceed one individual tenancy
within seven consecutive calendar days. No additional occupancy (with the exception of
the property owner) shall occur within that seven day period. A residential vacation
rental shall only be used for the purposes of occupancy as a vacation rental or as a full
time occupied unit. No other use (i.e.: home occupation, temporary event, homestay)
shall be allowed on the site.
e. Number of occupants allowed. The maximum number of occupants allowed in an
individual residential vacation rental shall not exceed the number of occupants that can
be accommodated consistent with the onsite parking requirement set forth in subsection i
hereof, and shall not exceed two persons per bedroom plus two additional persons. The
Zoning Clearance shall specify the maximum number of occupants allowed in each
individual vacation rental.
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f. Appearance, visibility and location. The residential vacation rental is not to change the
residential character of the outside appearance of the building, either by the use of
colors, materials, lighting; or by the construction of accessory structures or garages
visible from off-site and not of the same architectural character as the residence; or by
the emission of noise, glare, flashing lights, vibrations or odors not commonly
experienced in residential areas.
g. Signs. Availability of the rental unit to the public shall not be advertised on site.
h. Traffic. Vehicles used and traffic generated by the residential vacation rental shall not
exceed the type of vehicles or traffic volume normally generated by a home occupied by a
full time resident in a residential neighborhood. For purposes of this section, normal
residential traffic volume means up to 10 trips per day.
i. On-site parking required. All parking associated with a Residential Vacation Rental
shall be entirely onsite, in the garage, driveway or otherwise out of the roadway, in
accordance with subsection e., above. Tenants of Residential Vacation Rentals shall not
use on-street parking at any time.
j. Noise. All residential vacation rentals shall comply with the standards of Section
23.06.040 et seq. (Noise Standards). No residential vacation rental is to involve on-site
use of equipment requiring more than standard household electrical current at 110 or
220 volts or that produces noise, dust, odor or vibration detrimental to occupants of
adjoining dwellings.
k. Local contact person. All residential vacation rentals shall designate a local property
manager. The local property manager shall be available 24 hours a day to respond to
tenant and neighborhood questions or concerns. Where a property owner lives within the
same community as the residential vacation rental, the property owner may designate
themselves as the local contact person. All the requirements enumerated in this section
shall continue to apply.
(1) The name, address and telephone number(s) of the local contact person shall be
submitted to the Department of Planning and Building, the local Sheriff Substation,
the main county Sheriff’s Office, the local fire agency and supplied to the property
owners within a 300 foot radius. The name, address and telephone number(s) of the
local contact person shall be permanently posted in the rental unit in a prominent
location(s). Any change in the local contact person’s address or telephone number
shall be promptly furnished to the agencies and neighboring property owners as
specified in this subsection.
(2) If the local contact person is unavailable or fails to respond, the complaining party
may contact the Sheriff’s Office. The Sheriff will attempt to reach the local contact
person. In cases where the Sheriff was unable to reach the local contact person, the
penalties as set forth in Subsection n shall apply.
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l. Transient Occupancy Tax. Each residential vacation rental unit shall meet the
regulations and standards set forth in Chapter 3.08 of the County Code, including any
required payment of transient occupancy tax for each residential vacation rental unit.
m. Effect on existing residential vacation rentals. Each individual vacation rental in
existence on the effective date of this section (September 10, 2003) shall be subject to a
Zoning Clearance, Business License, Transient Occupancy Tax Registration, and all
standards set forth in this Section except Subsection c. regarding location, provided
evidence that the vacation rental unit was in existence prior to April 11, 2003. Zoning
Clearance, Business License, and Transient Occupancy Tax Registration, shall be
requested from the county within 120 days of the effective date specified above. If the
Zoning Clearance, Business License, and Transient Occupancy Tax Registration, have
not been requested within the time frames set forth in this section, the penalties of
Chapter 23.10 (Enforcement) of this Title shall apply.
n. Violation - vacation rental. It is unlawful for any person to use or allow the use of
property in violation of the provisions of this section. The penalties for violation of this
section are set forth in Chapter 23.10 of this Title (Enforcement). Additional penalties for
violation of this section may include revocation of the Zoning Clearance and Business
License. If a local contact person is not able to be reached by the Sheriff more than three
times in any consecutive six month period, this shall be grounds for revocation of the
Business License consistent with Title 6 of the County Code.
Other LCP policies protect and encourage, and give certain priorities to, visitor-serving
accommodations in the coastal zone, including:
Recreation and Visitor-Serving Facilities Policy 1. Recreation Opportunities. Coastal
recreational and visitor-serving facilities, especially lower-cost facilities, shall be protected,
encouraged and where feasible provided by both public and private means. …
Recreation and Visitor-Serving Facilities Policy 2. Priority for Visitor Serving Facilities.
Recreational development and commercial visitor-serving facilities shall have priority over
non-coastal dependent use, but not over agriculture or coastal dependent industry in
accordance with PRC 30222. All uses shall be consistent with protection of significant
coastal resources. The Land Use Plan shall incorporate provisions for areas appropriate for
visitor-serving facilities that are adequate for foreseeable demand. …
Access Policy 4. Provision of Support Facilities and Improvements. Facilities necessary for
public access shall be provided. …
Finally, the LCP includes standards to protect the quality of life in residential neighborhoods,
including:
CZLUO Section 23.06.040. Noise Standards. Sections 23.06.044-050 establish standards for
acceptable exterior and interior noise levels and describe how noise is to be measured. These
standards are intended to protect persons from excessive noise levels, which are detrimental
to the public health, welfare and safety and contrary to the public interest because they can:
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interfere with sleep, communication, relaxation and the full enjoyment of one's property;
contribute to hearing impairment and a wide range of adverse physiological stress
conditions; and adversely affect the value of real property. It is the intent of this chapter to
protect persons from excessive levels of noise within or near various residential development
and other specified noise-sensitive land uses.
Access Policy 8. Minimizing Conflicts with Adjacent Users. Maximum access shall be
provided in a manner which minimizes conflicts with adjacent uses. Where a proposed
project would increase the burdens on access to the shoreline at the present time or in the
future, additional access areas may be required to balance the impact of heavier use
resulting from the construction of the proposed project.
Access Policy 10. Protection of Property Rights and Privacy. The acquisition of rights for
access and view purposes and other uses by the public should be consistent with the
protection of the property and use rights of property owners. Access routes should be
selected and designed so as to minimize the public impact on private property. This is not
meant to be exclusionary against public access rights but to cause a balance to be struck in
protecting the individual citizen's property and privacy. Nothing in the Local Coastal
Program is to be construed as encouraging, permitting, or endorsing trespass or invasion of
private property rights or privacy.
CZLUO Section 23.08.165 has two overarching standards that are applicable to residential
vacation rentals countywide: 1) the development of a new residence intended for use as a
vacation rental is required to comply with all standards applicable to the construction of a
residence within the land use designation that the vacation rental is proposed; and 2) rental shall
not exceed one individual tenancy within seven consecutive calendar days. The other
requirements within this section explicitly apply only to the communities of Cambria and
Cayucos. However, through the issuance of a CDP (also referred to by the County as a Minor
Use Permit), the County generally applies all of the standards of Section 23.08.165 (or modifies
them to suit the situation) to vacation rentals in other areas of the County, such as Avila Beach,
to ensure orderly use of vacation rentals. Such was the case with the County-approved project
here.
Land Use Designation and Development Standards
The Appellants claim that: (1) the “development results in the conversion of a three-unit planned
development for which the County had previously granted exemptions for density and parking
when the planned development was approved in 2005”; (2) “the planned development’s
modifications or exemption from development standards of the primary zone does not result in
better design or other public benefit”; (3) “the development is inconsistent with the primary
zone”; and (4) “the development is inconsistent with the underlying zoning standards of the LCP
and the conditions imposed on the planned unit development when approved in 2005” (see
Exhibit 3 for the full text of the appeal contentions).
In terms of the Appellants’ various claims regarding inconsistency with the planned development
standards, the County originally approved construction of three residences, including the subject
residence, on one RMF parcel in 2003, as indicated above. All of the approved building
standards, pursuant to the LCP’s Avila Beach Specific Plan, San Luis Bay Area Plan, and
9
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CZLUO, were complied with, and the County did not grant any modifications or exemptions (or
variances), as the Appellants claim. 3 The subsequent County-approved subdivision in 2005 was
again consistent with applicable regulations, with no apparent modifications or exemptions (or
variances), except that a planned development authorization was needed to allow for the
subdivided parcels to be less than 6,000 square feet in size. 4 Neither the County’s approval of the
residences in 2003 nor the County’s approval of the planned development and subdivision in
2005 were conditioned to prohibit use of the residences as vacation rentals. Thus, the Appellants’
contentions with respect to inconsistencies with the planned development approval do not raise a
substantial issue of conformity with the policies or implementing ordinances of the LCP.
In terms of the zoning contention, the home is located in the Multi-Family Residential (RMF)
land use designation and within the Urban Services Line (USL) in Avila Beach. Vacation rentals
are allowed as a conditional use in the RMF land use designation. Thus, the approved project is
consistent with the LCP regarding allowable uses in the RMF district and thus the Appellants’
contentions in this regard do not raise a substantial issue of consistency with the requirements of
the LCP.
Visitor-Serving Priorities
The Appellants claim that, “the development is not located within a visitor-serving commercial
district” and that, “the development does not meet zoning standards and policies related to
visitor-serving priorities.” See Exhibit 3 for the complete text of the Appellants’ contentions.
As indicated just above, the LCP allows for use of a residence as a vacation rental within the
RMF land use designation, and does not require vacation rentals to be located in strictly visitor
serving commercial districts. In fact, the LCP does not contain a “visitor-serving commercial
district” or land use designation per se, but rather contains certain types of commercial districts,
such as Commercial Retail or Commercial Service or Industrial, which allow for more
commercial-type uses. While the County does have a “Visitor-Serving Priority Area” overlay
area (known as a “combining designation”), the fact that the project is not located within this
area or within a more commercial-type land use designation does not raise LCP conformity
issues.
LCP Coastal Plan Policies 1 and 2 encourage visitor-serving facilities, and the County-approved
project is consistent with the LCP’s desire to protect, encourage, and prioritize vacation rentals
as one of many coastal recreational and visitor-serving facilities provided within the County.
Also, CZLUO Section 23.08.165 provides standards for vacation rentals in residentially
designated areas, and vacation rentals are allowed as a conditional use in the RMF land use
category. Further, because residential vacation rentals are categorically different than other
transient lodgings, such as hotels, motels, and RV parks, and are not limited by the LCP to the
more commercial-type districts (such as Industrial or Commercial Service) or the visitor-serving
3

Applicable RMF standards include: maximum density (15 units/acre), minimum setbacks (25 feet), maximum
height (25 feet), minimum parking (.25 per dwelling unit), maximum floor area ratio (48% of the site), and
minimum open area (45% of the site). The County’s approval of the residences and subdivision in 2003 and 2005
met all of these standards.

4

CZLUO Section 23.04.028 requires a 6,000 square-foot minimum parcel size, but also allows for smaller parcels
through approval of a planned development project.
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overlay area, the County appropriately allowed for a residential vacation rental use outside of a
commercial land use designated area.
Thus for the above reasons, the Appellants’ contentions in regards to visitor-serving uses and
standards do not raise a substantial conformance issue with the visitor-serving policies and
standards of the LCP.
Neighborhood Compatibility
The Appellants contend that the development is “inconsistent with the character of the
neighborhood and does not conform to the Local Coastal Plan neighborhood compatibility
requirements.” The Appellants also claim that the development has “inadequate parking” and
“that residential parking for the development is inadequate,” and that “there is no provision in the
development nor in the 2005 planned unit development plan for any off-site parking.” Finally,
the Appellants also claim that “the development does not conform to the Coastal Zone
Framework for Planning policy of: (1) protecting residential areas from incompatible and
undesirable land uses; (2) reserving desirable neighborhood characteristics such as compatible
uses, sense of scale, and other amenities; and (3) requiring visitor serving uses be compatible
with the needs of local residents.” See Exhibit 3 for the full text of the appeal.
The LCP seeks to protect and maximize coastal access and recreation opportunities in a manner
that is consistent with the protection of coastal resources, including community character. The
regulation of residential vacation rentals plays an important role in implementing such goals by
ensuring that rentals are provided in a manner that protects access, resources, and the integrity of
communities. Such regulation is intended to, among other things, ensure that such rentals don’t
lead to problems in the surrounding area (such as noise and parking issues, etc.). There are
various regulatory tools available to address these kinds of potential problems. These include
limiting the intensity of vacation rental use, and restricting the number and density of such units
to address cumulative impacts.
The County-approved project includes numerous conditions to ensure consistency with
community character and neighborhood compatibility consistent with the LCP. In this case, the
County appropriately found that by requiring the project to adhere to the standards of CZLUO
Section 23.08.165 (which include parking requirements, limitations on the number of occupants,
designation of a 24-hour property manager contact, etc.), potential impacts to surrounding
property owners can be avoided. For example, the County conditioned its approval to require that
occupancy of this vacation rental not exceed two persons per bedroom. Additional conditions
include stipulations for revocation of the Minor Use Permit if the Sheriff is not able to reach the
designated local contact person more than three times in any consecutive six-month period. The
project is also conditioned to comply with CZLUO Section 23.06.040 related to noise standards,
which prohibits the rental from producing “noise, dust, odor or vibration detrimental to
occupants of adjoining dwellings.” In terms of parking, the County limited the number of cars
associated with the subject rental to two cars per rental period. The County also conditioned its
approval to require that the two cars park inside the existing two-car garage, and to prohibit offsite parking and/or parking in the planned development’s guest parking spaces. See Exhibit 2 for
the County’s conditions of approval.
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All told, the County applied twelve conditions designed to protect residential community
character and neighborhood compatibility, including by placing strict limits on maximum
occupancy, parking and locations, tenancy, and noise; a prohibition against changing the
residential character of the home’s appearance; and penalties for violations of any of these
conditions. These conditions appropriately ensure that the vacation rental will successfully
operate compatible with the neighborhood, and preserve desirable neighborhood characteristics.
Finally, it is important to note that the question before the Commission is whether the County’s
decision on this CDP raises substantial LCP conformance issues. The approved project being
analyzed under appeal is allowing a detached single-family residence to be used as a vacation
rental, and it is not an evaluation of whether vacation rentals generally may or may not be
appropriate in residential land use categories and/or how they may or may not impact local
residents more generally. Those questions are settled in this case as the LCP allows for vacation
rentals and puts in place standards for evaluating them. Thus, issues related to the possibility that
vacation rentals are undesirable or incompatible with residential uses and local residents more
generally do not raise a substantial issue.

F. CONCLUSION
When considering a project that has been appealed to it, the Commission must first determine
whether the project raises a substantial issue of LCP conformity, such that the Commission
should assert jurisdiction over a de novo CDP application for such development. At this stage,
the Commission has the discretion to find that the project does not raise a substantial issue of
LCP conformance, even if the project is not entirely consistent with the applicable certified LCP.
As explained above, the Commission is guided in its decision of whether the issues raised in a
given case are “substantial” by the following five factors: the degree of factual and legal support
for the local government’s decision; the extent and scope of the development as approved or
denied by the local government; the significance of the coastal resources affected by the
decision; the precedential value of the local government’s decision for future interpretations of
its LCP; and, whether the appeal raises only local issues as opposed to those of regional or
statewide significance.
As described above, the appeal contentions relate to the project’s consistency with the land use
designation and planned development standards, visitor-serving priorities, and community
character and neighborhood compatibility policies of the certified LCP. The County’s approval
appropriately considered the LCP’s requirements with respect to these issue areas, and the
approved conditions are designed to minimize any potential impacts to surrounding property
owners from the approved development. Thus, there is adequate factual and legal support for the
County’s decision. In addition, the approved project would result in allowing an existing
residence to be used as a residential vacation rental, and does not include any physical expansion
of the existing residence. Thus, the extent and scope of the approved development is relatively
minor, and the use will not have any significant adverse effects on coastal resources. Because the
County strictly followed the requirements of CZLUO Section 23.08.165 and the visitor-serving
and access policies in its approval, this project is not expected to set an adverse precedent for
future interpretation of the LCP. Finally, the County-approved project raises only local issues as
opposed to those of regional or statewide significance.
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In short, the County-approved project is consistent with applicable LCP policies, and the
Appellants’ contentions are adequately addressed by the County’s conditions of approval. Based
on the foregoing, including when all five substantial issue factors are weighed together, the
appeal contentions do not raise a substantial LCP conformance issue and thus the Commission
declines to take jurisdiction over the CDP application for this project.
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r---.------SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND BUILDING

EIVED
MAR 1 4 2013

March 11, 2013

FINAL LOCAL
ACTION NOTICE

CAL\FORNlA
COASTAL COMMtSS10N

CENTRAL COAST AREA

REFERENCE# 3-SL0-/3-0S 1-

Andrew Graham
24819 Los Altos Drive
Valencia, CA 91355

APPEAL PERIOD

Z)-

~3

NOTICE OF FINAL COUNTY ACTION

HEARING DATE:

February 26, 2013

SUBJECT:

County File No. - DRC2012-00012
Minor Use Permit/Coastal Development Permit

LOCATED WITHIN COASTAL ZONE: YES
The above-referenced application was approved by the Board of Supervisors, based on
the approved Findings and Conditions, which are attached for your records. This Notice
of Final Action is being mailed to you pursuant to Section 23.02.033(d) of the Land Use
Ordinance.
This action is appealable to the California Coastal Commission pursuant to regulations
contained in Coastal Act Section 30603 and the County Coastal Zone Land Use
Ordinance 23.01.043. These regulations contain specific time limits to appeal, criteria,
and procedures that must be followed to appeal this action. The regulations provide the
California Coastal Commission ten (1 0) working days following the expiration of the
County appeal period to appeal the decision. This means that no construction permits
can be issued until both the County appeal period and the additional Coastal
Commission appeal period have expired without an appeal being filed.
Exhaustion of appeals at the county level is required prior to appealing the matter to the
California Coastal Commission. This second appeal must be made directly to the
California Coastal Commission Office. Contact the Commission's Santa Cruz Office at
(831) 427-4863 for further information on their appeal procedures.
If the use authorized by this Permit approval has not been established, or if substantial
work on the property towards the establishment of the use is not in progress after a
period of twenty-four {24) months from the date of this approval or such other time
period as may be designated through conditions of approval of this Permit, this approval

976 Osos
EMAIL:

STREET,

RooM 300

planning@co.slo.ca.us

SAN LUIS OBISPO
FAX:

(805) 781-1242
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shall expire and become void unless an extension of time has been granted pursuant to
the provisions of Section 23.02.050 of the Land Use Ordinance.
If the use authorized by this Permit approval, once established, is or has been unused,
abandoned, discontinued, or has ceased for a period of six (6) months, or conditions
have not been complied with, such Permit approval shall become void.
If you have questions regarding your project, please contact me at (805) 781-5612.

Custodian of Records
cc:

California Coastal Commission,
725 Front Street, Suite 300, Santa Cruz, California 95060
Law Offices of Edwin J. Rambuski, Attn: Edwin J. Rambuski
1401 Higuera St., San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

(Planning Department Use Only -for California Coastal Commission)
Date NOFA copy mailed to Coastal Commission: 3/11/13
Enclosed:

X
X

Staff Report(s) dated February 26, 2013
Resolution with Findings and Conditions
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.

,

...

Tuesday, February 26, 2013

.;

PRESENT:

Supervisors Frank Mecham, Bruce S. Gibson, Adam Hill, Debbie Arnold and
Chairperson Paul A. Teixeira

ABSENT:

None

RESOLUTION N0.2013-33

RESOLUTION AFFIRMING THE DECISION OF THE
HEARING OFFICER AND CONDITIONALLY APPROVING
THE APPLICATION OF ANDREW GRAHAM
FOR MINOR USE PERMIT/COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT
DRC2012-00012

The following resolution is now offered and read:
WHEREAS, on October 5, 2012, the Zoning Administrator of the County of San
Luis Obispo (hereinafter referred to as the "Hearing Officer") duly considered and
conditionally approved the application of Andrew Graham for Minor Use Permit/Coastal
Development Permit DRC2012-00012; and
WHEREAS, Edwin J. Rambuski on behalf of Penni and Greg Tidwell has
appealed the Hearing Officer's decision to the Board of Supervisors of the County of
San Luis Obispo (hereinafter referred to as the Board of Supervisors) pursuant to the
applicable provisions of Title 23 of the San Luis Obispo County Code; and
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WHEREAS, a public hearing was duly noticed and conducted by the Board of
Supervisors on February 26, 2013, and determination and decision was made on
February 26, 2013; and
WHEREAS, at said hearing, the Board of Supervisors heard and received all oral
and written protests, objections, and evidence, which were made, presented, or filed,
and all persons present were given the opportunity to hear and be heard in respect to
any matter relating to said appeal; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors has duly considered the appeal and finds
that the appeal should be denied and the decision of the Hearing Officer should be
affirmed and that the application should be approved subject to the findings and
conditions set forth below.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED AND ORDERED by the Board of

Supervisors of the County of San Luis Obispo, State of California, as follows:
1. That the recitals set forth hereinabove are true, correct and valid.
2. That the Board of Supervisors makes all of the findings of fact and
determinations set forth in revised Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated by
reference herein as though set forth in full.
3. That this project is found to be categorically exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act under the provisions of California Code of Regulations, title
14, section 15303 (class 3).
4. That the appeal filed by Edwin J. Rambuski on behalf of Penni and Greg
Tidwell is hereby denied and the decision of the Hearing Officer is affirmed and that the
application of Andrew Graham for Minor Use Permit/Coastal Development Permit
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DRC2012-00012 is hereby approved subject to the revised conditions of approval set
forth in Exhibit B attached hereto and incorporated by reference herein as though set
forth in full.
Upon motion of Supervisor .:. . :H:.:.:.il=- 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , seconded by Supervisor
.;;..;.M.;...;;;;e""""'c..;...;;.h,;;;;.:..am~--------' and on the following roll call vote, to wit:

AYES: Supervisors Hill, Mecham, Gibson, Arnold and Chairperson Tei~e..ir.~
~--

.,....--...-~ ... y.-··

..., .• -,.-.,..------

~--,

.-----.........--

NOES: None
ABSENT: None
ABSTAINING: None
the foregoing resolution is hereby adopted.

Paul A. Teixeira
Chairperson of the Board of Supervisors
ATTEST:

Julie L. Rodewald
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors
By: Sandy Currens
Deputy Clerk
[SEAL]
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APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGAL EFFECT:
RITA L. NEAL
County Counsel

Dated: February 13, 2013

STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
County of San Luis Obispo,

)
) ss.
)

I, Julie L. Rodewald
, County Clerk and ex-officio
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors, in and for the County of San Luis Obispo, State of California,
do hereby certify the foregoing to be a full, true and correct copy of an order made by the Board
of Supervisors, as the same appears spread upon their minute book.
WITNESS my hand and the seal of said Board of Supervisors, affixed this 8th
day of March, 2013.
Julie L. Rodewald
County Clerk and Ex-Officio Clerk
of the Board of Supervisors

(SEAL)
By ~·CJ'~
Deput)!Clef:
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EXHIBIT "A"- REVISED FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL
CEQA Exemption

A.

The project qualifies for a Categorical Exemption (Class 3) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15303 because it is considered a conversion of the use of a small existing structure.

Minor Use Permit

B

The proposed project or use is consistent with the San Luis Obispo County General Plan
and the County's certified Local Coastal Program because the use is an allowed use and as
conditioned is consistent with all of the General Plan policies.

C.

As conditioned, the proposed project or use satisfies all applicable provisions of Title 23 of
the County Code.

D.

The establishment and subsequent operation or conduct of the use will not, because of the
circumstances and conditions applied in the particular case, be detrimental to the health,
safety or welfare of the general public or persons residing or working in the neighborhood of
the use, or be detrimental or injurious to property or improvements in the vicinity of the use
because the proposed vacation rental does not generate activity that presents a potential
threat to the surrounding property and buildings. The operational standards for vacation
rentals as set forth in Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance section 23.08.165 have been
added as conditions to this project. Because these standards further limit parking
requirements, number of occupants and the designation of a 24 hour property manager
contact, potential impacts to surrounding property owners can be avoided. The proposed
. conditions of approval have routinely been added to other minor use permits for
establishment of vacation rentals. This project is subject to Ordinance and Building Code
requirements designed to address health, safety and welfare concerns.

E.

The proposed project or use will not be inconsistent with the character of the immediate
neighborhood or contrary to its orderly development because the existing residence will not
change and, as conditioned, the vacation rental use will not conflict with the surrounding
lands and uses.

F.

The proposed project or use will not generate a volume of traffic beyond the safe capacity of
all roads providing access to the project, either existing or to be improved with the project
because the project is located off San Luis Street Parkway, and no additional traffic is
associated with the project because it is using an existing approved residence as a
residential vacation rental. Additionally, this vacation rental will have a condition of approval
that will limit the number of cars associated with the vacation rental to two cars per rental
period and require the two cars to park inside the existing 2 car garage.

Coastal Access

G.

The proposed use is in conformity with the public access and recreation policies of Chapter
3 of the California Coastal Act, because the project is not located between the first public
road and the shoreline and is not directly adjacent to the coast and the project will not inhibit
access to the coastal waters and recreation areas.
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EXHIBIT "B"- REVISED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Authorized Use

1.

This approval authorizes· a Minor Use Permit to allow the existing residence to be used as
residential vacation rental.

Operational Conditions

2.

Availability of the residence as a rental to the public shall not be advertised on site.

3.

Vehicles used and traffic generated by the residential vacation rental shall not exceed the
type of vehicles or traffic volume normally generated by a home occupied by a full time
resident in a residential neighborhood. Normal residential traffic volume means up to 10
trips per day. For purposes of this vacation rental, no more than two vehicles shall be used
and all parking associated with the vacation rental shall be located in the attached 2 car
g_arag_~ The maximum number of occupants allowed in the residential vacation rental shall
not exceed the number of occupants that can be accommodated consistent with the onsite
parking requirement, and shall not exceed two persons per bedroom. A lease to the tenants
of the Vacation Rental shall contain these parking requirements.

4.

The residential vacation rental is not to change the residential character of the outside
appearance of the building, either by the use of colors, materials, lighting, or by the emission
of noise, glare, flashing lights, vibrations or odors not commonly experienced in residential
areas ... ,

5.

The residential vacation rental shall comply with the standards of Section 23.06.040 et seq.
(Noise Standards). No residential vacation rental is to involve on-site use of equipment
requiring more than standard household electrical current at 11 0 or 220 volts or that
produces noise, dust, odor or vibration detrimental to occupants of adjoining dwellings.

6.

The property owner shall designate a local property manager or contact person. The local
property manager or contact person shall be available 24 hours a day to respond to tenant
and neighborhood questions or concerns. Where a property owner lives within the same
community as the residential vacation rental, the property owner may designate themselves
as the local contact person. The following requirements shall apply:
(a) The name, address and telephone number(s) of the local contact person shall
be submitted to the Department of Planning and Building, the local Sheriff
Substation, the main county Sheriffs Office, the local fire agency and supplied
to the property owners within a 300 foot radius. The name, address and
telephone number(s) of the local contact person shall be permanently posted in
the residence in a prominent location(s). Any change in the local contact
person's address or telephone number shall be promptly furnished to the
agencies and neighboring property owners as specified in this subsection.
(b) If the local contact person is unavailable or fails to respond, the complaining
party may contact the Sheriffs Office. The Sheriff will attempt to reach the local
contact person. In cases where the Sheriff was unable to reach the local
contact person, the penalties as set forth in 23.08.165 Subsection n shall apply.
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7.

Rental of the residence shall not exceed one individual tenancy within seven consecutive
calendar days. No additional occupancy (with the exception of the property owner) shall
occur within that seven day period. The residential vacation rental shall only be used for the
, ·purposes of occupancy as a vacation rental or as a full time occupied residence. No other
use (i.e.: home occupation, temporary event, homestay) shall be allowed on the site.

8.

The residential vacation rental shall meet the regulations and standards set forth in Chapter
3.08 of the County Code, including any required payment of transient occupancy tax to the
County Tax Collector for each residential vacation rental.

9.

Penalties for violation of these conditions of approval may include revocation of the Minor
Use Permit and Business License. If a local contact person is not able to be reached by the
Sheriff more than three times in any consecutive six month period, this shall be grounds for
revocation of the Business License consistent with Title 6 of the County Code.

10.

This land use permit is valid for a period of 24 months from its effective date unless time
extensions are granted pursuant to the Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance Section
23.02.050 or the land use permit is considered vested. This land use permit is considered to
be vested once proof of Transient Occupancy Tax payment to the County Tax Collector is
submitted to the Department of Planning and Building within 24 months of approval.

11.

All conditions of this approval shall be strictly adhered to, within the time frames specified,
and in an on-going manner for the life of the project. Failure to comply with these conditions
of approval may result in an immediate enforcement action by the Department of Planning,~
and Building. If it is determined that violation(s) of these conditions of approval have
occurred, or are occurring, this ap·proval may be revoked pursuant to Section 23.1 0.160 of
the Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance.

12.

The applicant shall as a condition of approval of this minor use permit defend, at his sole
expense, any action brought against the County of San Luis Obispo, its present or former
officers, agents, or employees, by a third party challenging either its decision to approve this
minor use permit or the manner in which the County is interpreting or enforcing the
conditions of this minor use permit, or any other action by a third party relating to approval or
implementation of this minor use permit. The applicant shall reimburse the County for any
court costs and attorney's fees which the County may be required by a court to pay as a
result of such action, but such participation shall not relieve the applicant of his obligation
under this condition.
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COUNTY OF SAN LUIS OBISPO BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
AGENDA ITEM TRANSMITTAL

(2) MEETING DATE
2/26/2013

(1) DEPARTMENT
Planning and Building

(3) CONTACT/PHONE
Cody Scheel, Planner 1/ (805) 781-5157

(4) SUBJECT
Hearing to consider an appeal by Edwin J. Rambuski on behalf of Penni and Greg Tidwell of the Planning Department
Hearing Officer's decision to approw a request by Andrew Graham for a Minor Use Permit/Coastal Dewlopment Permit
(DRC2012-00012) to establish a Residential Vacation Rental at 194 San Luis Street Parkway, Avila Beach. District 3.
(5) RECOMMENDED ACTION
That the Board of Supervisors adopt and instruct the Chairperson to sign the resolution affirming the decision of the
Planning Department Hearing Officer and approving the request by Andrew Graham for a Minor Use Permit/Coastal
Dewlopment Permit (DRC2012-00012) to establish a residential vacation rental at 194 San Luis Street Parkway, Avila
Beach, based on the revised findings listed in Exhibit "A" and the revised conditions listecfrn Eihffiit"Er~- - -- ------(6) FUNDING
SOURCE(S)
N/A

(7) CURRENT YEAR
FINANCIAL IMPACT
$0.00

(10) AGENDA PLACEMENT
{ } Consent
{ } Presentation

(8) ANNUAL FINANCIAL
IMPACT
$0.00

{X} Hearing (Time Est. 60 minytes)

(11) EXECUTED DOCUMENTS
{X} Resolutions { } Contracts { } Ordinances { }
(12) OUTLINE AGREEMENT REQUISITION NUMBER
(OAR)
N/A
(14) LOCATION MAP

(15) BUSINESS IMPACT

(9) BUDGETED?
Yes

{ } Board Business (Time Est.

)

NIA
(13) BUDGET ADJUSTMENT REQUIRED?
BAR 10 Number:
{X} N/A
{ } 4/Sth's Vote Required
(16) AGENDA ITEM HISTORY

STATEMENT?
Attached

No

{X} N/A Date

(17) ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE REVIEW
Reviewed by Leslie Brown

(18) SUPERVISOR DISTRICT(S)
District 3 -
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County of San Luis Obispo

TO:

Board of SuperJsors

FROM:

Planning and Building I Cody Scheel, Planner I

VIA:

Nancy Orton, Planning DhAsion Manager

DATE:

2126/2013

SUBJECT:

Hearing to consider an appeal by Edwin J. Rambuski on behalf of Penni and Greg Tidwell
of the Planning Department Hearing Officer's decision to appro~ve a request by Andrew
Graham for a Minor Use Permit/Coastal De~velopment Permit (DRC2012-00012) to
establish a Residential Vacation Rental at 194 San Luis Street Parkway, A\Aia Beach.
District 3

RECOMMENDATION

That the Board of Super\Asors adopt and instruct the Chairperson to sign the resolution affirming the
decision of the Planning Department Hearing Officer and appro\Ang the request by Andrew Graham for a
Minor Use Permit/Coastal De~velopment Permit (DRC2012-00012) to establish a residential vacation
rental at 194 San Luis Street Parkway, Avila Beach, based on the re\Ased findings listed in Exhibit "A" and
the re\Ased conditions listed in Exhibit "B".

DISCUSSION

Background
At the Planning Department Hearing on October 5, 2012, the Hearing Officer re\Aewed the information,
heard public comment and approved a proposal by Andrew Graham to allow an existing residence to be
used as a vacation rental. The existing residence is located at 194 San Luis Street in the community of
Avila Beach. No expansion of the existing residence or other improvements are proposed.
At the Planning Department Hearing numerous indi\Aduals from the neighborhood spoke against the
project and additional letters were presented to the Hearing Officer. The comments from residents
concentrated on noi$~, parking, traffic, the potential for overcrowdin_g_ ang JhEL~Iing that the use was
generally inappropnate _ fc5rlheneighoornood. -There was also-concern expressed that ttie- Count7s-a6i1ity
to "conduct enforcement of existingrental standards will not be successful. There are currently at
least 23 other licensed vacation rentals in the community of A\Aia Beach. To date there ha~ve been no
code enforcement issues with the existing vacation rentals in A\Aia Beach.

vacation

The Planning Department Hearing Officer considered the staff recommendation and the comments and
letters received and adopted findings and conditions of approval. These are set forth in Exhibits "A" and
"B" of the staff report prepared for the Planning Department Hearing (Attachment 8) and on the Notice of
Final Action (Attachment 5). The appellants have appealed the decision by the Planning Department
Hearing Officer to allow the residence to be used as a residential vacation rental.
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Proposed Revised Findings and Conditions
Since the Planning Department Hearing, staff has re\Ased several Findings and Conditions to further
clarify and satisfy specific requirements; this is shown in the attached Exhibit A -Revised Findings and
The changes are as follows: Finding D. explains the "operational
Exhibit 8 - Revised Conditions.
standards" requirements for vacation rentals that have been applied to this project. The change in
Finding G. elaborates on the fact that the property is not located between the first public road and the
shoreline and will not inhibit coastal access. The changes in the conditions are to combine Condition
number 4 into Condition 3, dealing with .1raffi.c, parking_ and numbe~ ()f occupants and finally, the addition
of a new Condition number 12 that indemnifiesttleCounty from-future -litigati-onregarding any decision
made on this project.

Appea I Issue
The appellants have stated in their appeal that there is "insufficient evidence to support findings
necessary to support granting a Minor Use Permit/Coastal Development Permit", and that "a// conditions
fail to comply wth the LCP."

Staff Response
This project came before the Planning Department Hearing Officer because a Minor Use Permit/Coastal
Development Permit are required to allow the establishment of a vacation rental in Avila Beach. Approval
of a Minor Use Permit is subject to Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance (CZLUO) Section 23.02.033c(1)
which refers to the findings required for approval of a Development Plan listed in 23. 02. 034c. Section
23.02.034c(4) establishes the findings required for approval. If one or more of these findings cannot be
made the project is subject to being denied. In this case, the Planning Departmen{-Rearing Officer
considered all the information at the hearing as 'MJ/1 as the appropriate findings and approved the Minor
Use Permit/Coastal Development Permit. The findings, as recommended for your action today, include
description of how and why each of the findings can be made for this project. It is staff's recommendation
that there is adequate evidence to support the findings as set forth in Exhibit A -Revised Findings.

The operational standards set forth in Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance Section 23.08.165 have been
added as conditions to this project. While those standards only apply to Zoning Clearances issued in
Cambria and Cayucos, they can be added to a discretionary permit, in this case a Minor Use Permit.
Staff's position is that because these standards $et parking requirements, limit the numbe_r:__gf_g..c_Q.jJQants
and designate a 24-hour property manager contact,-. potential Impacts to surrounding property oWJers can
--Theoifffnance provisions,· ··as --established for Cambria and Cayucos, \-\ere developed to
address the concerns raised in the Planning Department Hearing. The proposed conditions of approval
have routinely been added to other Minor Use Permit applications requested to establish vacation rentals.
In addition, the Hearing Officer added a condition that w/1 limit the number of cars associated v.ith the
vacation rental to ~-- q_~'Y per !!!.'!.t~Leerfqq and require.d. that the _t\Mi~cia!i:__fi£usL!lallcinskle_1b!t. exislf!!9
L~:ear garage. fhls condition was added specifically for this project to address concerns heard at the
PlannlniiD€i(ifirtment Hearing. Lastly, Conditions numbers 9 and 11 discuss revocation of the Minor Use
Permit if a local contact person is not able to be reached by the Sheriff more than three times in any
consecutive six month period. Furlhermore, if it is determined that violation(s) of these conditions of
approval have occurred, or are occulTing, this approval may be revoked.

be--avoliiecr.

Vacation rentals are a visitoc_~~_rying use and visitor seNing_Jl$f1.S.~f!Q_Ol!f!l_gec1Jn Avila Beach under
the Coastal Plan Policies (Chaptcr·3;- San Luis Bay I South County Planning Areas, Avila Beach, Policy

3

·---

-

~

It is staff's recommendation that the Conditions of Approval comply wth the Local Coastal Plan.

OTHER AGENCY INVOLVEMENT/IMPACT

County Counsel re\Aewed and approved the Resolution as to form and content.
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Fl NANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

The required appeal fee was wai\.ed because the appeal in\Oh.es a coastal issue as the issue of appeal
and in order to exhaust local appeals the County cannot charge a fee for the processing of an appeal on
an action on a coastal development project per the requirements of the Coastal Zone Land Use
Ordinance. The cost of processing this appeal comes from the Department's General Fund support.

RESULTS

Denying the appeal and upholding the Planning Department Hearing Officer's decision will result in the
establishment of a Residential Vacation Rental at 194 San Luis Street Parkway, A\Aia Beach. Upholding
the appeal would result in a Residential Vacation Rental not being established.

ATTACHMENTS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Exhibit "A" - Re\Ased Findings for Approval
Exhibit "B" - Re\Ased Conditions of Approval
Appeal form
Board Resolution affirming the Planning Department Hearing Officer decision (including
re\Ased Findings and Conditions)
Notice of Final Action with findings and conditions
Planning Department Hearing minutes from October 5, 2012
Letters from interested parties
Planning Department Hearing Staff report from October 5, 2012
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EXHIBIT "A"- REVISED FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL
CEQA Exemption

A.

The project qualifies for a Categorical Exemption (Class 3) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15303 because it is considered a conversion of the use of a small existing
structure.

Minor Use Permit

B

The proposed project or use is consistent with the San Luis Obispo County General Plan
and the County's certified Local Coastal Program because the use is an allowed use and
as conditioned is consistent with all of the General Plan policies.

C.

As conditioned, the proposed project or use satisfies all applicable provisions of Title 23
of the County Code.

D.

The establishment and subsequent operation or conduct of the use will not, because of
the circumstances and conditions applied in the particular case, be detrimental to the
health, safety or welfare of the general public or persons residing or working in the
neighborhood of the use, or be detrimental or injurious to property or improvements in
the vicinity of the use because the proposed vacation rental does not generate activity
that presents a potential threat to the surrounding property and buildings. The
operational standards for vacation rentals as set forth in Coastal Zone Land Use
Ordinance section 23.08.165 have been added as conditions to this project. Because
these standards further limit parking requirements, number of occupants and the
designation of a 24 hour property manager contact, potential impacts to surrounding
property owners can be avoided. The proposed conditions of approval have routinely
been added to other minor use permits for establishment of vacation rentals. This
project is subject to Ordinance and Building Code requirements designed to address
health, safety and welfare concerns.

E.

The proposed project or use will not be inconsistent with the character of the immediate
neighborhood or contrary to its orderly development because the existing residence will
not change and, as conditioned, the vacation rental use will not conflict with the
surrounding lands and uses.

F.

The proposed project or use will not generate a volume of traffic beyond the safe
capacity of all roads providing access to the project, either existing or to be improved
with the project because the project is located off San Luis Street Parkway, and no
additional traffic is associated with the project because it is using an existing approved
residence as a residential vacation rental. Additionally, this vacation rental will have a
condition of approval that will limit the number of cars associated with the vacation rental
to two cars per rental period and require the two cars to park inside the existing 2 car
garage.

Coastal Access

G.

The proposed use is in conformity with the public access and recreation policies of
Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act, because the project is not located between the
first public road and the shoreline and is not directly adjacent to the coast and the project
will not inhibit access to the coastal waters and recreation areas.
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EXHIBIT "8"- REVISED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

Authorized Use
1.

This approval authorizes a Minor Use Permit to allow the existing residence to be used
as residential vacation rental.

Operational Conditions
2.
3.

Availability of the residence as a rental to the public shall not be advertised on site.
Vehicles used and traffic generated by the residential vacation rental shall not exceed
the type of vehicles or traffic volume normally generated by a home occupied by a full
time resident in a residential neighborhood. Normal residential traffic volume means up
to 10 trips per day. For purposes of this vacation rental, no more than f\V9 vehJcle.s._sb_a.ll
be _used and all parking associated with the vacation
be located in t~e
~attached 2 car gara~. tb.funaximum_ number of ~2£lJQ~n~~ .C!HQwed in the residential
vacation rental shall not exceed the numbef"ofoccupants that can be accommodated
consistent with the onsite parking requirement,_and shall nQ!_~xceed two persons per
bedroom. A lease to the tenants of the Vacation Rental shall contain tliese parking
-req.Lifrements.

rent.aTsflafr

4.

The residential vacation rental is not to change the residential character of the outside
appearance of the building, either by the use of colors, materials, lighting, or by the
emission of noise, glare, flashing lights, vibrations or odors not commonly experienced in
residential areas.

5.

The residential vacation rental
seq. (Noise Standards). No
equipment requiring more than
or that produces noise, dust,
dwellings.

6.

The property owner shall designate a local property manager. or con.tactp_erson. The
local property manager or contact person-shall be available 24 h011rs a day to respond to
tenant and neighborhood questions or concerns. Where a property owner lives within
the same community as the residential vacation rental, the property owner may
designate themselves as the local contact person. The following requirements shall
apply:
(a)

shall comply with the standards of Section 23.06.040 et
residential vacation rental is to involve on-site u·se~ of
standard household electrical current at 110 or 220 volts
odor or vibration detrimental to occupants of adjoining

The name, address and telephone number(s) of the local contact person
shall be submitted to the Department of Planning and Building, the local
Sheriff Substation, the main county Sheriff's Office, the local fire agency and
supplied to the property owners within a 300 foot radius. The name,
address and telephone number(s) of the local contact person shall be
permanently posted in the residence in a prominent location(s). Any change
in the local contact person's address or telephone number shall be promptly
furnished to the agencies and neighboring property owners as specified in
this subsection.
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(b) If the local contact person is unavailable or fails to respond, the complaining
party may contact the Sheriff's Office. The Sheriff will attempt to reach the
local contact person. In cases where the Sheriff was unable to reach the
local contact person, the penalties as set forth in 23.08.165 Subsection n
shall apply.
7.

Rental of the residence shall not exceed Q!l!L.lndivic:tual tenancy witbio seven
No additional occupancy (with the exception of the property
ownerfsllaJloccur within that seven day period. The residential vacation rental shall
only be used for the purposes of occupancy as a vacation rental or as a full time
occupied residence. No other use (i.e.: home occupation, temporary event, homestay)
shall be allowed on the site.
col'ls~9utive caleQQ_ct.LQ_ay.~.

8.

The residential vacation rental shall meet the regulations and standards set forth in
Chapter 3.08 of the County Code, including any required payment of transient
occupancy tax to the County Tax Collector for each residential vacation rental.

9.

Penalties for violation of these conditions of approval may include revocation of the
Minor Use Permit and Business License. If a local contact person is not able to be
reached by the Sheriff more than three times in any consecutive six month period, this
shall be grounds for revocation of the Business License consistent with Title 6 of the
County Code.

10.

This land use permit is valid for a period of 24 months from its effective date unless time
extensions are granted pursuant to the Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance Section
23.02.050 or the land use permit is considered vested. This land use permit is
considered to be vested once proof of Transient Occupancy Tax payment to the County
Tax Collector is submitted to the Department of Planning and Building within 24 months
of approval.

11.

All conditions of this approval shall be strictly adhered to, within the time frames
specified, and in an on-going manner for the life of the project. Failure to comply with
these conditions of approval may result in an immediate enforcement action by the
Department of Planning and Building. If it is determined that violation(s) of these
conditions of approval have occurred, or are occurring, this approval may be revoked
pursuant to Section 23.1 0.160 of the Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance.

12.

The applicant shall as a condition of approval of this minor use permit defend, at his sole
expense, any action brought against the County of San Luis Obispo, its present or
former officers, agents, or employees, by a third party challenging either its decision to
approve this minor use permit or the manner in which the County is interpreting or
enforcing the conditions of this minor use permit, or any other action by a third party
relating to approval or implementation of this minor use permit. The applicant shall
reimburse the County for any court costs and attorney's fees which the County may be
required by a court to pay as a result of such action, but such participation shall not
relieve the applicant of his obligation under this condition.
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COASTAL APPEAL FORM
SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY DEPARTMENT

OF

PLANNING AND BUILDING

976 0SOS STREET + ROOM 200 • SAN LUIS OBISPO • CALIFORNIA 93408 • (805) 781-5600

Promoting the Wise Use of Land • Helping to Build Great Communities

Please Note: An appeal should be filed by an aggrieved person or the applicant at each stage in the process if they are
still unsatisfied by the last action.
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IN THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
COUNTY OF SAN LUIS OBISPO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA

_ _ _ day _ _ _ _ _ , 20_

PRESENT:

Supervisors

ABSENT:
RESOLUTION NO. _ _ _ __

RESOLUTION AFFIRMING THE DECISION OF THE
HEARING OFFICER AND CONDITIONALLY APPROVING
THE APPLICATION OF ANDREW GRAHAM
FOR MINOR USE PERMIT/COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT
DRC2012-00012

The following resolution is now offered and read:
WHEREAS, on October 5, 2012, the Zoning Administrator of the County of San
Luis Obispo (hereinafter referred to as the ~~Hearing Officer'') duly considered and
conditionally approved the application of Andrew Graham for Minor Use Permit/Coastal
Development Permit DRC2012-00012; and
WHEREAS, Edwin J. Rambuski on behalf of Penni and Greg Tidwell has
appealed the Hearing Officer's decision to the Board of Supervisors of the County of
San Luis Obispo (hereinafter referred to as the Board of Supervisors) pursuant to the
applicable provisions of Title 23 of the San Luis Obispo County Code; and
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WHEREAS, a public hearing was duly noticed and conducted by the Board of
Supervisors on February 26, 2013, and determination and decision was made on
February 26, 2013; and
WHEREAS, at said hearing, the Board of Supervisors heard and received all oral
and written protests, objections, and evidence, which were made, presented, or filed,
and all persons present were given the opportunity to hear and be heard in respect to
any matter relating to said appeal; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors has duly considered the appeal and finds
that the appeal should be denied and the decision of the Hearing Officer should be
affirmed and that the application should be approved subject to the findings and
conditions set forth below.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED AND ORDERED by the Board of
Supervisors of the County of San Luis Obispo, State of California, as follows:
1. That the recitals set forth hereinabove are true, correct and valid.
2. That the Board of Supervisors makes all of the findings of fact and
determinations set forth in revised Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated by
reference herein as though set forth in full.
3. That this project is found to be categorically exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act under the provisions of California Code of Regulations, title
14, section 15303 (class 3).
4. That the appeal filed by Edwin J. Rambuski on behalf of Penni and Greg
Tidwell is hereby denied and the decision of the Hearing Officer is affirmed and that the
application of Andrew Graham for Minor Use Permit/Coastal Development Permit
Page- 2- of7
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DRC2012-00012 is hereby approved subject to the revised conditions of approval set
forth in Exhibit B attached hereto and incorporated by reference herein as though set
forth in full.
Upon motion of Supervisor

, seconded by Supervisor

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , and on the following roll call vote, to wit:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAINING:
the foregoing resolution is hereby adopted.

Chairperson of the Board of Supervisors
ATTEST:

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

[SEAL]
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APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGAL EFFECT:
RITA L. NEAL
County Counsel

Dated: February 13, 2013

STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
County of San Luis Obispo,

)
) ss.
)

1,
, County Clerk and ex-officio Clerk
of the Board of Supervisors, in and for the County of San Luis Obispo, State of California, do
hereby certify the foregoing to be a full, true and correct copy of an order made by the Board of
Supervisors, as the same appears spread upon their minute book.

day of

WITNESS my hand and the seal of said Board of Supervisors, affixed this
, 20_.

County Clerk and Ex-Officio Clerk ofthe Board
of Supervisors

(SEAL)
By_________________________________
Deputy Clerk.
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EXHIBIT "A"- REVISED FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL
CEQA Exemption

A.

The project qualifies for a Categorical Exemption (Class 3) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15303 because it is considered a conversion of the use of a small existing structure.

Minor Use Permit

B

The proposed project or use is consistent with the San Luis Obispo County General Plan
and the County's certified Local Coastal Program because the use is an allowed use and as
conditioned is consistent with all of the General Plan policies.

C.

As conditioned, the proposed project or use satisfies all applicable provisions of Title 23 of
the County Code.

D.

The establishment and subsequent operation or conduct of the use will not, because of the
circumstances and conditions applied in the particular case, be detrimental to the health,
safety or welfare of the general public or persons residing or working in the neighborhood of
the use, or be detrimental or injurious to property or improvements in the vicinity of the use
because the proposed vacation rental does not generate activity that presents a potential
threat to the surrounding property and buildings. The operational standards for vacation
rentals as set forth in Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance section 23.08.165 have been
added as conditions to this project. Because these standards further limit parking
requirements, number of occupants and the designation of a 24 hour property manager
contact, potential impacts to surrounding property owners can be avoided. The proposed
conditions of approval have routinely been added to other minor use permits for
establishment of vacation rentals. This project is subject to Ordinance and Building Code
requirements designed to address health, safety and welfare concerns.

E.

The proposed project or use will not be inconsistent with the character of the immediate
neighborhood or contrary to its orderly development because the existing residence will not
change and, as conditioned, the vacation rental use will not conflict with the surrounding
lands and uses.

F.

The proposed project or use will not generate a volume of traffic beyond the safe capacity of
all roads providing access to the project, either existing or to be improved with the project
because the project is located off San Luis Street Parkway, and no additional traffic is
associated with the project because it is using an existing approved residence as a
residential vacation rental. Additionally, this vacation rental will have a condition of approval
that will limit the number of cars associated with the vacation rental to two cars per rental
period and require the two cars to park inside the existing 2 car garage.

Coastal Access

G.

The proposed use is in conformity with the public access and recreation policies of Chapter
3 of the California Coastal Act, because the project is not located between the first public
road and the shoreline and is not directly adjacent to the coast and the project will not inhibit
access to the coastal waters and recreation areas.
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EXHIBIT "8"- REVISED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Authorized Use
1.

This approval authorizes a Minor Use Permit to allow the existing residence to be used as
residential vacation rental.

Operational Conditions
2.

Availability of the residence as a rental to the public shall not be advertised on site.

3.

Vehicles used and traffic generated by the residential vacation rental shall not exceed the
type of vehicles or traffic volume normally generated by a home occupied by a full time
resident in a residential neighborhood. Normal residential traffic volume means up to 10
trips per day. For purposes of this vacation rental, no more than two vehicles shall be used
and all parking associated with the vacation rental shall be located in the attached 2 car
garage. The maximum number of occupants allowed in the residential vacation rental shall
not exceed the number of occupants that can be accommodated consistent with the on site
parking requirement, and shall not exceed two persons per bedroom. A lease to the tenants
of the Vacation Rental shall contain these parking requirements.

4.

The residential vacation rental is not to change the residential character of the outside
appearance of the building, either by the use of colors, materials, lighting, or by the
emission of noise, glare, flashing lights, vibrations or odors not commonly experienced in
residential areas.

5.

The residential vacation rental shall comply with the standards of Section 23.06.040 et seq.
(Noise Standards). No residential vacation rental is to involve on-site use of equipment
requiring more than standard household electrical current at 110 or 220 volts or that
produces noise, dust, odor or vibration detrimental to occupants of adjoining dwellings.

6.

The property owner shall designate a local property manager or contact person. The local
property manager or contact person shall be available 24 hours a day to respond to tenant
and neighborhood questions or concerns. Where a property owner lives within the same
community as the residential vacation rental, the property owner may designate themselves
as the local contact person. The following requirements shall apply:
(a) The name, address and telephone number(s) of the local contact person shall
be submitted to the Department of Planning and Building, the local Sheriff
Substation, the main county Sheriff's Office, the local fire agency and supplied
to the property owners within a 300 foot radius. The name, address and
telephone number(s) ofthe local contact person shall be permanently posted in
the residence in a prominent location(s). Any change in the local contact
person's address or telephone number shall be promptly furnished to the
agencies and neighboring property owners as specified in this subsection.
(b) If the local contact person is unavailable or fails to respond, the complaining
party may contact the Sheriffs Office. The Sheriff will attempt to reach the local
contact person. In cases where the Sheriff was unable to reach the local
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contact person, the penalties as set forth in 23.08.165 Subsection n shall apply.
7.

Rental of the residence shall not exceed one individual tenancy within seven consecutive
calendar days. No additional occupancy (with the exception of the property owner) shall
occur within that seven day period. The residential vacation rental shall only be used for the
purposes of occupancy as a vacation rental or as a full time occupied residence. No other
use (i.e.: home occupation, temporary event, homestay) shall be allowed on the site.

8.

The residential vacation rental shall meet the regulations and standards set forth in Chapter
3.08 of the County Code, including any required payment of transient occupancy tax to the
County Tax Collector for each residential vacation rental.

9.

Penalties for violation of these conditions of approval may include revocation of the Minor
Use Permit and Business License. If a local contact person is not able to be reached by the
Sheriff more than three times in any consecutive six month period, this shall be grounds for
revocation of the Business License consistent with Title 6 of the County Code.

10.

This land use permit is valid for a period of 24 months from its effective date unless time
extensions are granted pursuant to the Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance Section
23.02.050 or the land use permit is considered vested. This land use permit is considered
to be vested once proof of Transient Occupancy Tax payment to the County Tax Collector is
submitted to the Department of Planning and Building within 24 months of approval.

11.

All conditions of this approval shall be strictly adhered to, within the time frames specified,
and in an on-going manner for the life of the project. Failure to comply with these conditions
of approval may result in an immediate enforcement action by the Department of Planning
and Building. If it is determined that violation(s) of these conditions of approval have
occurred, or are occurring, this approval may be revoked pursuant to Section 23.10.160 of
the Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance.

12.

The applicant shall as a condition of approval of this minor use permit defend, at his sole
expense, any action brought against the County of San Luis Obispo, its present or former
officers, agents, or employees, by a third party challenging either its decision to approve this
minor use permit or the manner in which the County is interpreting or enforcing the
conditions of this minor use permit, or any other action by a third party relating to approval
or implementation of this minor use permit. The applicant shall reimburse the County for
any court costs and attorney's fees which the County may be required by a court to pay as a
result of such action, but such participation shall not relieve the applicant of his obligation
under this condition.
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SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND BUILDING

October 9, 2012

Andrew Graham
24819 Los Altos Dr.
Valencia, CA 91355
NOTICE OF FINAL COUNTY ACTION

HEARING DATE:

October 5, 2012

SUBJECT:

ANDREW GRAHAM -County File Number: DRC2012-00012
Minor Use Permit I Coastal Development Permit
DOCUMENT NUMBER: 2012-057_PDH

LOCATED WITHIN COASTAL ZONE: YES
The above-referenced application was approved by the Hearing Officer, based on the approved
Findings and Conditions, which are attached for your records. This Notice of Final Action is
being mailed to you pursuant to Section 23.02.033(d) of the Land Use Ordinance.
This action is appealable to the Board of Supervisors within 14 days of this action. If there are
Coastal grounds for the appeal there will be no fee. If an appeal is filed with non-coastal issues
there is a fee of $850.00. This action is appealable to the California Coastal Commission
pursuant to regulations contained in Coastal Act Section 30603 and the County Coastal Zone
Land Use Ordinance 23.01.043. These regulations contain specific time limits to appeal,
criteria, and procedures that must be followed to appeal this action. The regulations provide the
California Coastal Commission 10 working days following the expiration of the County appeal
period to appeal the decision. This means that no construction permits can be issued until both
the County appeal period and the additional Coastal Commission appeal period have expired
without an appeal being filed.
Exhaustion of appeals at the county level is required prior to appealing the matter to the
California Coastal Commission. This second appeal must be made directly to the California
Coastal Commission Office. Contact the Commission's Santa Cruz Office at (831) 427-4863 for
further information on their appeal procedures.
If the use authorized by this Permit approval has not been established or if substantial work on
the property towards the establishment of the use is not in progress after a period of twenty-four
(24) months from the date of this approval or such other time period as may be designated
Page 1 of 5
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through conditions of approval of this Permit, this approval shall expire and become void unless
an extension of time has been granted pursuant to the provisions of Section 23.02.050 of the
Land Use Ordinance.
If the use authorized by this Permit approval, once established, is or has been unused,
abandoned, discontinued, or has ceased for a period of six (6) months or conditions have not
been complied with, such Permit approval shall become void.

If you have questions regarding your project, please contact, Cody Scheel, Project Manager,
at (805) 781-5600. If you have any questions regarding these procedures, please contact me at
(805) 788-2947.
Sincerely,

DONNA HERNANDEZ, SECRETARY PROTEM
PLANNING DEPARTMENT HEARINGS
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EXHIBIT A - FINDINGS

CEQA Exemption
A.
The project qualifies for a Categorical Exemption (Class 3) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15303.
Minor Use Permit
The proposed project or use is consistent with the San Luis Obispo County General Plan
because the use is an allowed use and as conditioned is consistent with all of the
General Plan policies.

B.

C.

As conditioned, the proposed project or use satisfies all applicable provisions of Title 23
of the County Code.

D.

The establishment and subsequent operation or conduct of the use will not, because of
the circumstances and conditions applied in the particular case, be detrimental to the
health, safety or welfare of the general public or persons residing or working in the
neighborhood of the use, or be detrimental or injurious to property or improvements in
the vicinity of the use because the proposed vacation rental does not generate activity
that presents a potential threat to the surrounding property and buildings. This project is
subject to Ordinance and Building Code requirements designed to address health, safety
and welfare concerns.

E.

The proposed project or use will not be inconsistent with the character of the immediate
neighborhood or contrary to its orderly development because the existing residence will
not change and, as conditioned, the vacation rental use will not conflict with the
surrounding lands and uses.

F.

The proposed project or use will not generate a volume of traffic beyond the safe
capacity of all roads providing access to the project, either existing or to be improved
with the project because the project is located off San Luis Street Parkway, and no
additional traffic is associated with the project because it is using an existing approved
residence as a residential vacation rental. Additionally, this vacation rental will have a
condition of approval that will limit the number of cars associated with the vacation rental
to two cars per rental period and require the two cars to park inside the existing 2 car
garage.

Coastal Access

G.

The proposed use is in conformity with the public access and recreation policies of
Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act, because the project is not directly adjacent to
the coast and the project will not inhibit access to the coastal waters and recreation
areas.
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EXHIBIT B- CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

Authorized Use
1.

This approval authorizes a Minor Use Permit to allow the existing residence to be used
as residential vacation rental.

Operational Conditions
2.

Availability of the residence as a rental to the public shall not be advertised on site.

3.

Vehicles used and traffic generated by the residential vacation rental shall not exceed
the type of vehicles or traffic volume normally generated by a home occupied by a full
time resident in a residential neighborhood. Normal residential traffic volume means up
to 10 trips per day. For purposes of this vacation rental, no more than two vehicles shall
be used and all parking associated with the vacation rental shall be located in the
attached 2 car garage. A lease to the tenants of the Vacation Rental shall contain these
parking requirements.

4.

The maximum number of occupants allowed in the residential vacation rental shall not
exceed the number of occupants that can be accommodated consistent with the onsite
parking requirement, and shall not exceed two persons per bedroom. A lease to the
tenants of the Vacation Rental shall contain these occupancy requirements.

5.

The residential vacation rental is not to change the residential character of the outside
appearance of the building, either by the use of colors, materials, lighting, or by the
emission of noise, glare, flashing lights, vibrations or odors not commonly experienced in
residential areas.

6.

The residential vacation rental shall comply with the standards of Section 23.06.040 et
seq. (Noise Standards). No residential vacation rental is to involve on-site use of
equipment requiring more than standard household electrical current at 11 0 or 220 volts
or that produces noise, dust, odor or vibration detrimental to occupants of adjoining
dwellings.

7.

The property owner shall designate a local property manager or contact person. The
local property manager or contact person shall be available 24 hours a day to respond to
tenant and neighborhood questions or concerns. Where a property owner lives within
the same community as the residential vacation rental, the property owner may
designate themselves as the local contact person. The following requirements shall
apply:
{a) The name, address and telephone number{s) of the local contact person
shall be submitted to the Department of Planning and Building, the local
Sheriff Substation, the main county Sheriff's Office, the local fire agency and
supplied to the property owners within a 300 foot radius. The name,
address and telephone number(s) of the local contact person shall be
permanently posted in the residence in a prominent location{s). Any change
in the local contact person's address or telephone number shall be promptly
furnished to the agencies and neighboring property owners as specified in
this subsection.
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(b) If the local contact person is unavailable or fails to respond, the complaining
party may contact the Sheriff's Office. The Sheriff will attempt to reach the
local contact person. In cases where the Sheriff was unable to reach the
local contact person, the penalties as set forth in 23.08.165 Subsection n
shall apply.
8.

Rental of the residence shall not exceed one individual tenancy within seven
consecutive calendar days. No additional occupancy (with the exception of the property
owner) shall occur within that seven day period. The residential vacation rental shall
only be used for the purposes of occupancy as a vacation rental or as a full time
occupied residence. No other use (i.e.: home occupation, temporary event, homestay)
shall be allowed on the site.

9.

The residential vacation rental shall meet the regulations and standards set forth in
Chapter 3.08 of the County Code, including any required payment of transient
occupancy tax to the County Tax Collector for each residential vacation rental.

10.

Penalties for violation of these conditions of approval may include revocation of the
Minor Use Permit and Business License. If a local contact person is not able to be
reached by the Sheriff more than three times in any consecutive six month period, this
shall be grounds for revocation of the Business License consistent with Title 6 of the
County Code.

11.

This land use permit is valid for a period of 24 months from its effective date unless time
extensions are granted pursuant to Land Use Ordinance Section 23.02.050 or the land
use permit is considered vested. This land use permit is considered to be vested once
proof of Transient Occupancy Tax payment to the County Tax Collector is submitted to
the Department of Planning and Building within 24 months of approval.

12.

All conditions of this approval shall be strictly adhered to, within the time frames
specified, and in an on-going manner for the life of the project. Failure to comply with
these conditions of approval may result in an immediate enforcement action by the
Department of Planning and Building. If it is determined that violation(s) of these
conditions of approval have occurred, or are occurring, this approval may be revoked
pursuant to Section 23.1 0.160 of the Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance.
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SAN LUIS OBISPO PLANNING DEPARTMENT HEARINGS
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF
October 5, 2012
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the County Planning Department Hearings held in
the Board of Supervisors Chambers, County Government Center, San Luis Obispo,
California, at 9:00 a.m.
The meeting is called to order at 9:00 a.m. by Matt Janssen, Hearing Officer.
The following action minutes are listed as they were acted upon by the Hearing Officer of
the Planning Department Hearings and as listed on the agenda for the Regular Meeting
of October 5, 2012, together with the maps and staff reports attached thereto and
incorporated therein by reference.
HEARINGS ARE ADVERTISED FOR 9:00A.M. THIS TIME IS ONLY AN ESTIMATE
AND IS NOT TO BE CONSIDERED AS TIME GUARANTEED. THE PUBLIC AND
APPLICANTS ARE ADVISED TO ARRIVE EARLY.

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
No one coming forward.

CONSENT AGENDA:
1.

Planning Department Hearing Minutes- September 7. 2012 Minutes
reviewed on September 27, 2012 by Matt Janssen, Hearing Officer.
Recommendation: Receive and File
POST MEETING RESULTS: RECEIVED AND FILED
September 7, 2012 PDH Minutes
Received and Filed

Thereafter, on motion of the hearing officer, the Planning Department
Hearing Minutes of September 7, 2012 are Received and Filed as
recommended and available on file at the office of the County Planning
and Building Department.
2.

Planning Department Hearing Minutes- September 21. 2012 Minutes
reviewed on September 24. 2012 by Dana Lilley, Hearing Officer
Recommendation: Receive and File
POST MEETING RESULTS: RECEIVED AND FILED
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September 21, 2012 PDH Minutes
Received and Filed
Thereafter, on motion of the hearing officer, the Planning Department
Hearing Mintues of September 21, 2012 are Received and Filed as
recommended and availalbe on file at the office of the County Planning
and Building Department.
3.

Hearing to consider a request by GEORGE SULLIVAN to construct a
windmill and water tower as principal structures in the Commercial Retail
land use category. Included is a request to waive curb. gutter and sidewalk
requirements for the project. The site is located at on the northeast corner of
El Camino Real and Murphy Ave .. in the community of Santa Margarita.
This project is exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
County File Number:
under Section 15303 of the CEQA Guidelines.
DRC2012-00016
Assessor Parcel Number: 069-032-012 Supervisorial
District: 5 Date received: May 31. 2012 John Busselle. Project
Manager
Recommendation: Approve
POST MEETING RESULTS: APPROVED
Staff Report
Correspondence Received
Changes to Conditions of Approval
Thereafter, on motion of the hearing officer, the request by GEORGE
SULLIVAN for a Minor Use Permit (DRC2012-00016) is granted based
on the Findings A. through E. in Exhibit A and subject to the
Conditions 1 through 16 in Exhibit 8 (Document Number: 2012056_PDH).

HEARING ITEMS:
4.

Hearing to consider a request by ANDREW GRAHAM for a Minor Use
Permit I Coastal Development Permit to allow an existing single family
residence to be used as a residential vacation rental. The proposed project
is within the Residential Multi-Family land use category and is located at 194
San Luis Street Parkway. between Laurel Street and Lucas Lane in the
community of Avila Beach. The site is in the San Luis Bay Coastal planning
area. This project is exempt under CEQA.
County File Number:
DRC2012-00012
Assessor Parcel Number: 076-216-026 Supervisorial
District: 3 Date Accepted: August 30, 2012 Cody Scheel, Project
Manager
Recommendation: Approve
POST MEETING RESULTS: APPROVED
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Staff Report
Request For Hearing Letter
Correspondence Received
Correspondence Received 2
Correspondence Taken In At Meeting
Speaker Slips
Cody Scheel, Project Manager: presents project, discusses some concerns
raised regarding parking and some resolutions for this issue.
Andrew Graham, Applicant: presents case and states objective of
project, shows pictures of garage, hands out letter from real estate agent.
Matt Janssen, Hearing Officer: questions applicant if this is his primary
residence, about the size of his vehicles, and intended use of garage, with
Mr. Graham responding.
Edwin Rambuski, Attorney for Mr. & Mrs. Tidwell: states concerns regarding
project, gives reasons why.
Penni Tidwell, Neighbor: states concerns regarding parking for project,
has picture exhibit and video. Video is not shown. Has copy of applicants
letter from the permit request addressing parking, copy is given to Hearing
Officer.
Carla Frisk, President of the Avila Cove HOA: presents concerns regarding
project, has letter for staff.
Stephanie Rowe, Neighbor: states concerns regarding project.
Chris Deweese, Neighbor: states concerns regarding project.
Mary Matakovich, Neighbor: states concerns regarding project.
Tony Spinelli, Business owner in Avila and Pismo Beach: states concerns
regarding project.
Andrew Graham, Applicant: addresses concerns raised.
Matt Janssen, Hearing Officer: asks staff for follow up comments, with Cody
Scheel responding.
Thereafter, on motion of the hearing officer, the request by ANDREW
GRAHAM for a Minor Use Permit/Coastal Development Permit
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(DRC2012-00012) is granted based on the Findings A. through G. in
Exhibit A and subject to the Conditions 1 through 12 in Exhibit 8 with
the following changes: Condition 3 shall have an additional sentence
added at the end which will read: "A lease to the tenants of the
Vacation Rental shall contain these parking requirements." Condition 4
shall be deleted, with the remaining Conditions to be renumbered
accordingly. Newly renumbered Condition 4 shall be amended to read:
"The maximum number of occupants allowed in the residential
vacation rental shall not exceed the number of occupants that can be
accommodated consistent with the onsite parking requirement and
shall not exceed two persons per bedroom. plus tlffo additional
perseRs. A lease to the tenants of the Vacation Rental shall contain
these occupancy requirements."
ADJOURNMENT: 10:28 a.m.
DONNA HERNANDEZ, SECRETARY PROTEM
PLANNING DEPARTMENT HEARINGS
MINUTES WERE RECEIVED AND FILED AT THE NOVEMBER 2, 2012 PLANNING
DEPARTMENT HEARING MEETING BY DANA LILLEY, HEARING OFFICER.
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August 29th, 2012

To whom it may concern,

This letter is written on behalf of the residents of the Avila Cove Condominium Owners
Association. Our association would like to express our deep concern over the potential of
utilizing the unit/and or units adjacent to our property as resort rentals. Avila _Cove. -~OA
has a specific policy that forbids short term rental of any property in the- complex. We
have this policy because we recognize the shortage of parking for all units located on San
Luis Parkway and San Luis Street. Additionally, we make every effort to maintain a
peaceful living community that respects the rights of all Avila residents. We believe
adding additional rental units will compromise this effort and complicate the already
dense parking issues associated with San Luis Parkway and San Luis Street.
Avila Beach has an adequate supply of rental properties located in town and adding
additional rentals will_I_lot serve to improve the Avila Community. We have a finite
amoilllt of city resources to police and manage community needs, so we respectfully
request that you keep those resoilrces focused on our current residents and prevent any
new unit(s) from being utilized as a resort rental property.

I
I
I.

I

Respectfully,
Avila Cove Condominium Assooiation

I

i

I
I
I
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August 30, 2012

Dear Cody Scheel and the San Luis Planning and Building Department:

We are writing in response to the letter from the Avila Cove Condo ·Association. While
we are l{QI_ part of ~vila Co'\l'e C()~~~-.:?:~~~~a.:_t!?n, -~~ ~are NOX bound to their r:ules
and J;~~l~_tiqnti~·-· We do understand their concerns, and believe that it will not be an
issue for our house. Our house provides 4 car_p_cg~i,ng.~p()t$, _f;"'9)ns!9.~"~:~ g~11_g,_e__~d
2 outs_~S!-~: For one family to stay at the house, this will provide more than adequate
space.
During the summer months, visitors park their cars on san luis parkway up all the way
on Avila Beach Dr to walk into town. This is clearly already happening with or without
summer homes being rented. In a recent article from Mary Richert Foppiano (executive
director of the Avila Beach Civic Association) she states there isn't enough rental homes
in a ·town that only houses 350 residents, and they welcome addition tourist and
vacation rental in order to accommodate the needs of Avila Beach as a resort town. We
experienced that first hand as we have often had problems finding good home rentals
(there are only 20-30 that is publically known) before purchasing our home. I believe
that this will serve the community of Avila beach very well.
While we understand their concern for pe(:\ceful livingr we do not want to disrupt that
balance as well. We love Avila Beach, as we got engaged on that beach and my
husband has been coming there since his college years. This community has become
our home. We would just like the opportunity to share it with family and friends and
therefore going through the formal process of getting the permit.

Sincerely Yours,

TheGrahams
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Vacational Rental For 194 San Luis Parkway Avila Beach
Penni Tidwell to: cscheel, annemb, Pete Kelley
From:
To:

09110/2012 10:20 AM

Penni Tidwell <pennitidwell@live.com>
<cscheel@co.slo.ca.us>, <annemb@sbcglobal.net>, Pe.te Kelley <pedrokelley@gmail.com>

To Whom it May Concer:
We are writing this letter in regards to the proposed vaction rental request of 194 San luis Parkway Avila
Beach. As owners of 198 San Luis Parkway Avila Beach we have conerns with this being approved
beacuse of parking, nuisances, noise, and property value loss.
In regards to the major concern being parking: We ourselves had 194 San Luis Parkway In escrow but
because of the difficulty in parking we decided to buy the top unit. Even though these are deemed a~ two
car garages it Is Impossible to park two vehicles In the garges because of the entrance sharing the
comm~n space with the two 9X18 Ft. "Guest Parking". When there are cars in the guest parking spots it
makes It Impossible to enter gargage straight, therefore you must enter at a 90 degree angle and park at
a angle preventing another car to enter garage. Any person(s) renting this unit will find it much easier to
violate the rules and park In the guest parking, in front of garage or In front of said unit therefore
preventing acces$ to others along with being a Safety and Fire Hazard issue.
The second concern is Nuisances: As stated In the CC&Rs 2.3 Nothing shall be done on any parcel or
wlthlng the reciprocal easement area that may be of may become an annoyance or nuisance to the
residents of any Parcel or that in any way interferes with the quiet enjoyment of the other occupants of
the property of use of the reciprocal easement area. We believe that we along with other residence of the
properly will having to constently "Police" said vacation renters on how and where to park. CC&Rs also
state In Restr:lctions 2.1 Land use states all parcels shall be used for residential purposes only. Once this
property Is approved for VacatiOn Rental it then becomes commerlcfal which violates the CC&Rs.
Third concern Is the noise that it will create having Vacation renters in such a small space. All vehicles
must pass by first two units using a very narrow and steep driveway therefore. causeing a negative impact
in the privacy and secruity of our residence.
Lastly we also feel that having a Vacation Rental within our complex will cause a decrease in our property
value. Avila Beach already has plenty of Vacation Rentals that should be utilized ·before mo~ are add~.
We would request that Mary Matakovich read this letter tonight Sept. 10th 2012 at meeting on our behalf
since we will not be able to attend.
·
Please feel free to contact us at 209.529.9922 or by email.
We hope that you will take all things considered in this matter,
Sincerely, .
Greg and Penni Tidwell
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FW: Avila court
Penni Tidwell to: cscheel, annemb, Pete Kelley
From:

09/10/2012 03:45PM

Penni Tidwell <pennitidwell@live.com>
<cscheel@co.slo.ca.us>, <annemb@sbcglobal.net>, Pete Kelley <pedrokelley@gmail.com>

To:

To Whom it May Concern:
Please see attached em~il from Craig Smith who was the Architect of the 194 San Luis Parkway Avila
Beach. These are his concerns in regards to the said property requesting to become a Vacational Rental.
Regards,
Greg and Penni lidwell
Owners of 198 san Luis Parkway Avila Beach

From: pennitidwell@live.com

To: pennitidwell@live.com
Subject: FW: Avila court
Date: Mon, 10 Sep 2012 15:39:51 -Q700
Please forward
Subject: Fwd: Avila court
From: Glldwell@tidwellenterpriSes.com
Date: Mon, 10 Sep 2012 1i:20:08 -o700
To: pennitidwell@live.com
(

Sent from my iPhone
Greg,
.
I looked into the situation regarding the rental of tlie unit and there are a couple of things you can do.
One is the fact that the existing use permit was not set up for renting a unit out. This is a PUD,. not a
stand-along SFR, so there are more "teeth" in the existing conditiOns of approval. If there Is no provisiOn
· for this; it will· have to be applied for. The biggest impact is the parking; or potential lack of it for renting.
The parking calc was for occupancy1 not renting, therefore this will have to be dealt when they apply for a
MUP to rent out the un~.
CRSA Architecture
Craig .R. Smith, AlA, CEO/Principal Architect
890 Monterey Street, Suite A
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Phone: 1 (805) 544-3380 x 202

Fax:
Email:
Web:.

1 (805) 544-8625
crsa@aalgrsmithala.com

www .craigrsmith~ia.com

I
I
I
1
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A VILA VALLEY ADVISORY COUNCIL
San Luis Obispo County, California
P.O. Box 65, Avila Beach, CA 93424
www.AvilaValley.org
Tuesday, September 11, 2012
Cody Scheel, Planner
cscheel@co.slo.ca.us
Hello Cody:
At last night's meeting of AVAC, the Minor Use Permit for a Vacation Rental at 194
Parkway was discussed.
After lengthy discussion and input from nearby neighbors (Avila Cove Condominium
·Association, the Tidwells who live on the property and Mary Matakovich whose home is
next door west of this property, AVAC voted unanimously to: recommend to Planning
that the MUP be DENIED on the basis of limited and difficult ~ng, the potential

for noise and the restriction 2.1 Land Use in the 3-house CC&Rs.
These parties will be informed of the Hearing on October 5, 2012 if they wish to attend.
Thank you for your continuing attempt to protect A viia's current residents.
Sincerely,

Anne M. Brown, Chair
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Sept 12, 2012
To the San Luis Building and Planning Committe;
Thank you for taking the time to review this file and help us navigate this process.
We are writing this letter in response to the neighborhood conerns. In regards to the
parking situation, the requirement states a property should have enough parking
spaces to accommodate the people allowed. Our home is a 1590 square feet with
three bedrooms, allowing for two people per bedroom. A_ twQ._Ca.r garage is ample
space required for six people. The building is suited for two regular sized vehichels
easily as shown in the building plans we submitted. The two extra spaces outside
are a bonus for two other cars, welcomed to anyone within the three homes. I
understand that there may be some concerns that the tenets will"violate"
unwritten rules of parking but we don't foresee that being a problem as we will only
be renting to one family at a time and will make sure they understand they will only
be parking in our garage or allotted spaces.
We did review the CCR'sprior to purchasing our home with the real estate" agent
that listed the three homes. They are standard, and we are within our rights to use
~-lliis home as a part tlme-va~tion rental as these properties are free standinghomes
with no association- or.ff(iA only a drieway easement We will attach the "cc&R:'s
·upon request.
This proposed vacation rental is a single family rental, we as owners would want the
renters to respect our beautiful home as we would. While we understand the
neighbors concern, the impact would be the same or less, as if we were there. We
have a zero tolerance policy and anyone that does not respect this, will be asked to
leave immediately. There will be no need for policing. This community is mixed
with senior homes, families and partying college students less than 200 ft away. It
welcomes beach goers everyday that· park on San Luis Parkway and around the
streets. These are the daily exposures we have as owners in this beach community.
II

II

We hope this addresses any concerns of the neighboring residents and eases them
knowing we are extremely concerned with maintaining a peaceful living situation
and greatly respect the privacy of our fellow homes owners.
Sincerely,
The Grahams
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Sept 27, 2012

Dear San Luis Building and Planning Committee,

We would also like to attach the parcel plan so it can be presented as an exhibit. Please take note
that our house is around 225 ft from the Tidwell's, and around 250 ft from the Mary and Pete's
house. However, only 150 ft. away from the Tidwell's horne and less that 50 ft away from
Mary's house, there is an apartment building (210 Laurel St.) that houses numerous college
students. They often have parties no matter what day it is, with loud music, numerous guests
parking all over the neighborhood. We would assume that since this property is closer in
proximity, and more numerous in the population, it would imply a greater impact on noise, and
parking than our single family home would.
We appreciate your time and consideration. Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

The Grahams

1.
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---------------?&--KELLER
WILLIAMS®
R E A l T Y
Central Coast

September 29,2012
Board of Supervisors
County of San Luis Obispo
Coastal Zone Land Used Hearing Panel

Re: Minor Use Permit Application- 194 San Luis St, Avila Beach, CA.
To Wbom Jt May Concern:
Regarding the application for the minor use permit to allow the property atl94 San Luis Sl Avila Beach to
be used for residential vacation rental property,! see no apparent inconsistencies between the applications
intended use and those allowed under title 23 of the San Luis Obispo County Code Section 23.08.165

The applicant intends to employ local professional property management to verify that vacation occupants
abide by the ordinances in, place and to properly screen prospective renters in such a way as to minimi7.e
any potential eftects to surrounding owners as a result of those allowed tenancies. There are several
remedies available should complaints arise due to violations to these standards.

According to the Declaration of Covenants, Conditions & Restrictions for parcel map
CO 05·0 139 governing the above referenced property page one third paragraph states ''tb~~ bas no
commo11_~". Each of the properties 194, 196 and 198 San Luis Street, Avila Beach, California have
their own independent and separate parcels. The driveway area is an easement. Va.tmtion occupants will be
required to park in the garage located at 194 San Luis Street and thus would not create any interference
with any other person's rights to the easement area
The proposed use of the real property located at 194 San Luis Street, Avila Beach for vacation rental
purposes does not~!!rtllviolate aoyofthe CC&R's governing the property. These same CC&R's also
contend that no adjacent owner can interfere with 1he' rights of other owners for their own property or the
reciprocal easement area. Weekly or monthly tenancies in and of themselves do not constitute an
annoyance or nuisance and I fail to see how they interfere with the quiet enjoyment ofthe owners·ofnearby
adjacent properties. Avila Beach has a defmite shortage of viable vacation rental uni1s. fn a time when
attracting tourism helps with generation of income and (;ax revenues and in the absence of any
overwhelming data to support contesting the applicant Turge this panel to vote in favor of granting the
Conditional Use pennit.

~11.~

Diane G. Hansen
Kelter WittJaiils Central Coast Realty

GQrdon and Diane Hansen
Brokers

308 Jeffrey Street • San luis Obispo, CA 93405 • 805.541.4423 • slotopteam@aol.com

tic# 00813857

wwl/t.gerdonanddiane.com

lie# 00598758

hch Kelter Williams Centml Coast Olficf! is Independently Owned and Opetated

1---------------------------·-·
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194 San Luis Permit Hearing
Drew Graham to: CODY SCHEEL

10/01/2012 08:53AM

Cc: Quynh Quach

From:
To:
Cc:

Drew Graham <drew_email@yahoo.com>
CODY SCHEEL <csch~t@co.slo.ca.us>
Quynh Quach <quynhquach707@hotmail.com>

CodyCouple of quick things about the information you are going to present as well what is in the
packet. If you could change the home type from a _!llulti~ide~e to a s~_gle famiJy]l~~e
.!n ~ ~·~-gp" with only one common easeme~t. Also this shoUld be considered a j!rivate home ·not
a commercial home to match what is in the CC&R's and the letter I forwarded to you from the
real estate agent. Let me know if there is any concerns with these few minor changes. I have
attached the first page of the CC&R's and a site map. Thank you again for helping us through this
process look forward to mee~g you in person on Friday.
All the best,
Drew
Drew Graham
805.704.7000
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IF

JULIE RODEWALD
CORDING REQUESTED BY:

~TAMEWC~~TnLECO~ANY

~4\-Q="

AND WHEN RECORDED, RETIJRN TO:

Estate. Financial, Inc.
Mel McColloch
1540 Marsh Stree~ Suite 230 ·

San Luis Obispo County- Clerk/Recorder
Recorded

a lilt requosl of

512712o1e
8:11AM

First American Title Company
OOC/1:

2010024564

Titles: 1

~ 1111111111111111111111

13

Pages:

Fell

50.00

Taxes
Olhers

0.00

PAID

$00.00

0.00

San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
APN: 076-201-024

The Preperty consists ofthre.e separate Parcels: Parcell, Parcel2 and Parcell, as identified on
Parcel Map, which together constitute a ~t planned_~yt!l.QPmentEf_the Property (the "Project").
-......,..,....------------

-

The County of San Lui,s Obi$po approved the Project under Title 23 of its Coastal Zane Land
Use Ordinance at Section 23.22.080, which provides for approval of a planned development which
do.es n,ot otherwise meet minilnlDD parcel size requirements, provided common owned or mairitained
portions of the subdivision are subjeet to covenants. conditions and restrictions for the management of
commonly used and maintained N_Operty. The Property has no common area, but does have Reciprocal
Easement Area, subject to maintenance obligations an Association consisting of each Parcel Owner.
Declarant hereby declares. that the Property and each Parcel are and shall be held, conveyed,
hypothecated, encumbered, leased, rented, used, sold, improved and- occupied subject to the
dcclara,tions, e_asements, cov~nants, conditions, servitud€!8, and charges that are contained in the
provisions of the Declatation as wen as any amendments thereto, all of which are declared and agreed
to be imposed as equitable S@rviQldes in fUrtherance of a plan of development established by Deelarant
as reflected in Parcel Map CO 05•0139 and all of which are decl~ and agreed to be for the purpose
of enhancing, maintaining and protecting the vaJue and attractiveness of the :Property for the benefit of
its owners.

All of such limitations, restrictions, easements, reservations, covenants, conditions, ser.vitudes,
liens· and -eharg~s-·shall--mn- with- ·the-landt shaH· be- binding ou and inure to the benefi* of aU ef--tb.O.
parties havmg or acquiriPg any right,. title or interests in the Property or any Parcel, are for the benefit
of the Property and ~ach Percel, and $hall be binding on and inure to the beaetit o.f the _successors in
interest of all or-any Owner of the Propert.y or any Parcel.
1.
Deflnitions. In addition to the definitions provided in the Recitals above, the following
definitions shall apply to this Declaration.
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AVILA COVE CONDOMINIUMS HO~WNERS . .ASSOCIATION
'

3563 Empleo St., Ste. B, San Luis O~ispo CA 93401
(805) 544- 9093 (Fax) 544- 6215
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The Avila Cove Condominiums Homeowners Associa1:io~.(~soci~on.) rcteently re'?Ci:Ve4: '.> .... ,
notification regarding the proposal to allow the residence located at 194 San Luis Street Parkway to
be used~~- ~~-~i4enU~fY~tio:tl~~-~ · On;O.'ttP.ller}~, ~ ,As.s~~on's .Board ofD~~tQ~_vo~d
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}~~s.i!l~~a,,~~a.~~~-.o~, 1~g ,~~qn,t~~-.)fl.lt?t"e.-is_J;J.o .ot:Jwr. area 9f:Aviht w~.'~s

situation exists. As one moves towards the .beach, the-mix betw~,vacation~ntals-~d
residences beco~es greater. These_areas~· wirl~b. ~ clos~~ t~--th.~'beacb.'·~ the
are

vitbtge·:
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~: :~ ~IJ!~n;~~ui!fXI. f.o~ stric:~ly.~(J.~n~al.~e. J~,.i~:for that.r~~~1'll•·mt1 Avfl.~:~ove .:: . .,. :· ··:·~ .._. : ,-.. -,
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is likely that there_wo}ll~_m &.ct -~. ~- m~~t:~ in $-e;~~-~eey ,wee~~n~.': ~lis _,: 'i~;;' .. ·_, ..
entirely possible that while one tenant will be quiet and respectful of the residential
character of the neighborho~.Jt}s eq~y lUci?lY~ .the ~,q:-t~t might~ ~wdy.~~~n4.,·!::~(: ·

·disrespectful of the neighborhood.
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Of the 17 units in the Avila ci.ve Condominiums, which are located immediately adjacent. tO.·-~
~94 San Luis Parkway,. roughly two-thirds of them are either owner-occ~ied- or_ te~, ,._.,_,_-..
while the remaining one-third use their units as second homes.. In' eithet'ease; it is fair to .:s3y ·.,
that th~ Avila Cove owners purchased units·in this area of Avila (as opposed to areas··elo$~!; ·:. ~
to the beach) due to its quiet, residential character. One bad vacation tenant can iuin the~,:. . ·:· .. ·:·; :
·
· . ··· · ·
weekend for both full time and part time residents.
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While the unit's owners are required to designate a local property manager that is available
cD~!lRA3 H z:4?h~~"i'di!j'fof~hlplaints, by the time a noisy tenant bas been reprimanded, the adjacent

·
resi,dents ~X:fr~8heen diStur~. ~u~ disruptions are more than lik~ly to ~7~ on . :.
·----·---wee~~ds""wnen r~q~'fs are seeking a resptte from a busy work week. Finally, ifthe ·
-- .
pro-peny-tna1mgerCaimot be reach~ the only recourse available to residents is to contact the
. 3JF1 M~~~~Y.~ shifting this burden to the County's already strained resources.
3. Parking. This particular unit is the last one in the driveway leadib.g·to if from'San·Ltiis·.-:..':;o, ·.,
· Street Parkway. As such, it would not be difficult to park a numoer of cars' aFtli.ls <Unit siiice· l- ~
its location will allow cars to be parked "in the garage, driveway or otnelwise~o\rt:oftli'e'('·.;,~.:<.::
··roadway., this langtiage would allow for a significant number of C3tS- cofuitig-ili ari<teiifhf: · ;:
.the driveway, thus disturbing ~e residences on either side of that srri3lt fiuie. · .·· '.~ .:, :·~ · , L.l ~, .... :.-;
4. Maximum Number of O~eupants• ··.This r~trlouon/whlch Will-anow for a tru00m1Bi£.,af 6· ~-; _r::.
persons staying in the unit is ~y unenforcea.Qle because it will be difficult to deten.rrlne
·which persons are staying ~the unit and which are "visitin~'. Even the owner may·'not-·be··.~,.,. ·
able to e¢orce this provis~o~ if the renter bas not properly disclosed ·~e acc~ate n~~r o~ ...1
,.. P~Pl~tbat 'Yill_.be s~yiilg m:f:J:i«':~F.~: ·;~.
:'.>~:;'. ,·.)'~: ..: :.: ··.:.:·· ·. : ·· ·: ..··. , ··. j ~·:,·:· ... ·:~: .
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h:cumwativ~ Impaets. ·rruns perinit-~·a~~~v~a·'·i~\vo~4'aPp~ that :~e~~:~·-~~thi.~~ . ~;)~;;~· ·~;~·;
prevent other owners in the· area 'from requestiiig:a!'siiri1hll' vaCation rental Status~ Slibutd··~. -: i..
additional. penirlts :for vacati~J?. rentals be approv~ the c~}lCte~ o(the o~y excl~ively .

..,. ··.:residential area ·m.:Avila Beach woUld be negatively atreete& ~ ·S'li:Ch a>charig~Woillu-alst> · :·
resultm'an-iricrease'in va.J.ueJorthose. Uilits'·thaticari·be iliJed as vatanooieiitiib~Wid'li' ·.'

!.. .

.idecrease itt.Y.aiue for those t11at cannol:·be'sirilil~ly tlsed:··:itis" faf:.:more equitable tllal'hll

_., . . ·~~~ii~~~~·r~~i~-;~or~~~r~,~.~-;~.:~~~-··'::~·l; :,: ;~:· .'·t,·',· ··.·~~:··,',_,:~.;~;~~
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. The AVila Cove CO~doininiums H()rileowneu Astri"c~o.n,' ·therefb~~, :believes tiu(t: fffi.dffigs l!~d E
on Page 5 of the staff repoft eanttoi-de~tively be· made o¥al1se ·there iS' way to' gtlaiantee;·that~'the. conduct of the use Wilfnnt oo·aetrimentarto ·the~·~:--~~tsons·residfu.g<or··worldrig·lfi th'e ~ ::.:-:;. .
.neighborhood of the use'' and/or that ~e vacation rental use will not confii.ct with the surrounding.
'lands anti uses".·'· Fklli~or~f'the &sooomoil'beilieves1h&t tlitfooridt)m;JijuuioWn.ers·WithM' Aviii
Cove· Ctinddfniniums wilfbe netafivelfaffeeted b}i'the i.Ssrumee:Qfthlstpennir·and i~ . th~~f~re~
requesting ~at=tms·Minof Use PenriitlCoastal-DeveiQpiri~ntPemnt be~denied. ' .,. ··:: ~' ·.( · ·: .: '
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cc: Cmmty Supervisor Adam Hill
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COUNTY OF SAN LUIS OBISPO
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND BUILDING
STAFF REPORT

Tentative Notice of Action
Promoting the wise use of land
Helping build great communities

MEETING DATE

CONTACT/PHONE

APPLICANT

FILENO.

October 5, 2012

Cody Scheel

Andrew Graham

DRC2012-00012

LOCAL EFFECTIVE DATE

October 19, 2012

Project Manager

~PPROX FINAL EFFECTIVE

(805) 781-5157

DATE

cscheel@co.slo.ca.us

November 9,2012
SUBJECT

Hearing to consider a request by Andrew Graham for a Minor Use Permit I Coastal Development Permit to
allow an existing single family residence tq be !JSed as a residential vacation rental. The propo~ed project is
within the_.Residential. Multi-Family land· Use category and is located at 194 San Luis Street Parkway, between
Laurel Street and Lucas Lane, in the community of Avila Beach. The site is in the San Luis 'Bay Coasta
planning area.
·
·
· ·
RECOMMENDED ACTION

[Approve Minor Use Permit I Coastal Development Permit DRC2012-00012 based on the findings listed in
Exhibit A and the conditions listed in Exhibit B
ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION

~ Class 3 Categorical Exemption was issued on August 8, 2012 (ED12-028)
LAND USE CATEGORY

COMBINING DESIGNATION

Residential Multi-Family Coastal Appealable Zone,
ArchaeotogicaUy ·sensitive Area,
·Local Coastal Program

ASSESSOR PARCEL NUMBER

SUPERVISOR

O?g-201-082

OISTRICT(S)

3

PLANNING AREA STANDARDS:

None applicable
Does the project meet applicable Planning Area Standards: N/A
LAND USE ORDINANCE STANDARDS:

Coastal Zone Land Use· Ordinance Sections 23.08.165 Residential Vacation Rentals
Does the proJect conform to the Land Use ·Ordinance Standards: Yes - see discussion
FINAL. ACTION

irhis tentative decision will become the final action on the project, unless the tentative decision is changed as a
result of information obtained at the administrative hearing or is appealed to the County Board of Supervisors
pursuant Section 23.01.042 of the Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance; effective on the 10th working day after
the receipt of the final action by the California Coastal Commission. The tentative decision will be transferred
to the Coastal Commission following the required 14-calendar day local appeal period after the administrative
hearing.
·
irhe applicant is encouraged to call the Central Coast District Office of the Coastal Commission in Santa Cruz
at (831) 427-4863 to verify the date of final action. The County will not issue any construction permits prior to
~he end of the Coastal Commission process.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED BY COMTACTING THE DEPARlMENT OF PLANNING
COUNTY GOVERNMENT CENTER y SAN lUIS OBISPO y CALIFORNIA

&BUILDING AT:

93408 y (805) 781-5600 y FAX: (805) 781·1242
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Planning Department Hearing
Minor Use Permit I Coastal Development Permit# DRC2012-00012 I Graham

Page2
EXISTING USES:

Residential/ Commercial Retail
. SURROUNDING LAND USE CATEGORIES AND USES:

North: Residential Multi-Family/Residences
South: Residential Multi-Family/Residences

East: Residential Multi-Family/Residences
West: Residential Multi-F amity/Residences

!TOPOGRAPHY:

VEGETATION:

·Nearly level

NIA

PROPOSED SERVICES:

ACCEPTANCE DATE:

Water supply: Community system, Avila CSD
Sewage Disposal: Community system, Avila CSD
Fire Protection: Cal Fire - CDF County Fire

August30,2012

LAND USE ORDINANCE STANDARDS:

· Section· 23. 08. 165 Residential Vacation RentalsThe development of a new structure intended for use as a Residential Vacation Rental shall
comply with all standards applicab.le to the construction ~ a residence within the land use
- category 'tnafthe -Residential Vacation ~EHJtatis p[9posed~ Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance
section 23.08.165 governs the establishment of residential vacation rentals in the coastal zone.
However, the standards set forth in this section only apply to the urban areas of Cambria and
Cayucos. Additionally, this is an existing residence.
Combining Designations

I·
II
I
I

!

Section 23.07.120 Local Coastal Plan
The project site .is located within the California Coastal Zone as determined by the California
Coastal Act of 1976 and is subject to tlie provisions of the Local Coastal Plan. D~cisions by the
Plann·ing Department,_ Planning Commission or Board of Supervisors on ·projects· within the
Coastal Zone may be appealed to the California Coastal Commission. Residential Vacation
Rentals are listed as special use ("S" use under Table_O), and when Jocatedwithin a site that
~ls . In the coastal appealable. areatfie special use requires a Jand use permit (eZtUO
.23.08.014). This Minor Use Permit (MUP)satfsfies thisrequirement.

a

Section 23. 07. 104 Archaeo/ogical/y Sensitive Area
.The provisions of this section are intended to protect and preserve archaeological resources.
· This designation is to ensure that new development will not have significant effects on existing,
known or suspected archaeological resources. This project does not propose any new
development and is therefore consistent with the intent of this combining designation.
COASTAL PlAN POLICIES:
Shoreline Access: N/A
Recreation and Visitor Serving: (See discussion)
Energy and Industrial Development: N/A
Commercial Fishing, Recreational Boating and Port Facilities: N/A
Environmentally Sensitive Habitats: N/A
Agricultur~: N/A
Public Works: N/A
Coastal Watersheds: N/A
Visual and Scenic Resources: N/A
Hazards: N/A
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-Planning Department Hearing
Minor Use Permit I Coastal Development Permit# DRC2012-00012/ Graham
Page3
Archeology: N/A
Air Quality: N/A

Does the project meet applicable Coastal Plan Policies: Yes
COASTAL PLAN POLICY DISCUSSION:

-

The Coastal Plan policies for Recreation and Visitor serving uses are focused primarily on
commercial recreational uses and commercial lodging facilities such as hotels, motels, bed and
breakfast establishments and recreational vehicle parks. ~-~~ are_ all -classified. ~s t,ransient
~Eg:ngjn Coastal Zone Framework for Planning, T~bJe "0". Resiq~ntlal.\la.c_ation.E~.ttt.f!l§._?~.
;sirig e family resid~_l](;~s by design (or occasionally multi-fam~~Y r~sidences) and are lis.tedj_nthe
Resrdenti~l use group in Table "0". Although they do serve visitors they are sometimes rented
~hl3
or not r~rifed.at-all-·s-ubject to the d~sire ofth~ prqp~rty owner. While Coastal Plan
Policies generally encourage visitor serving facilities in certain Circumstances, residential
vacation rentals are not discussed.

. month

\ ·,

.~

·,

I'() ,J\L \"

I·

STAFF COMMENTS:

I

The operational standards set forth in Coastal Zone Land Use _Ordinance .section 23.08.165
have been added as conditions to this project. While those standards only apply to Zoning
Clearances issued in Cambria and Cayucos, they -can be added to a discretionary permit if
appropriate. Staff's position is that the standards will help to minimize any potential impacts to
surrounding property owners. The proposed conditions of approval have routinely been added
·to other minor use penn its for establishment of vacation-rentals.
·

I
ii
!

A two hundred foot distance limitation is not required. outside of urban reserve lines by the
Coastat Zone Land Use Ordinance1J2M1 it _COllld be addecj to this permit for similar reCisons that
the operational staricfards' were-~ded. However, ·staff not recommending the two hundred
Toot distance limitation be imposed on this project s-ince the nearesl parcel with a vacation rental
to the applicant's parcel is approximate-ly 450. feet to the· northwest. in a residential subdivision
within the Avila Beach Urban Reserve line .

is

.COMMUNITY ADVISORY GROUP COMMENTS:
'

'

On September 10. 2012 the Planning Department Community liaison for Avila Beach attended
the Avila Valley Advisory Council meeting. Concerns about nuisance and noise were
discussed, as well as concerns about· inadequate parldng for the proposed vacation rental.
AVAC recommended denial of the proposed project
STAFF RESPONSE:
The AVAC recommendation has been taken into consideration and operational conditions have
been associated to the project to address noise standards and specific parking requirements.
· The project has also been conditioned to designate a local property manager or contact person
who shall be available 24 hours a day to respond to tenant and neighborhood questions or
concerns.

AGENCY REVIEW:
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Minor Use Permit I Coastal Development Permit# DRC2012-00012/ Graham
Page4
Public Works - No comment
Avifa CSD - No comment
Avila Fire - None received

California Coastal Commission - No comment
LEGAL LOT STATUS:
The existing lot was legally created by a recorded map at a time when that was a legal method

of creating lots.

Staff report prepared by Cody Scheel and reviewed by Bill Robeson.
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Page 5
EXHIBIT A ·FINDINGS

CEQA Exemption
A.
The project qualifies for a Categorical Exemption (Class 3) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15303.

Minor Use Permit
B.

The proposed project or use is consistent with the San Luis Obispo County General Plan
because the use is an allowed use and as conditioned is consistent with all of the
General Plan policies.

C.

As conditioned, the proposed project or use satisfies all applicable provisions of Title 23
of the County Code.·

D.

The establishment and subsequent operation or conduCt of the use will not, because of
the circumstances and conditions applied in the particular case, be detrimental to the
health, safety· or welfare ·of the· general public or persons residing or working in the .
neighborhood of the use, or be detrimental or injurious to property or improvements in
the vicinity of the use because the proposed vacation rental does not generate activity
that presents a potential threat to the surrounding property and buildings. This project is
subject to Ordinan.ce· and Building Code requirements designed to address health, safety
and welfare concerns.
·

E.

The proposed project or use Will not be inconsistent with the character of the immediate
neighborh~od or contrary to its orderly development because the existing residence will
not change and, as conditioned. the vacation rental use will not conflict with the
surrounding lands and uses.

F.

The proposed project .or use will not generate a volume of traffic beyond the safe
capacity of all .roads providing access to the project, either existing or to ·be improved
with the ·project because the project- is located off San Luis Street Parkway, and no
~dditiQn~l. traffi~ ..l$. associated with the project because it is using.· an existing approved.
residence as a .residential v~cation rental. Additionally, this vacation rental win have a
condition ·of approval that will Jimit the number of cars associated with the vacation rental
to two cars per ·rental period and require the two cars to park inside the -existing 2 car
garage.

Coastal Access
G.
The proposed use is in conformity with the public access and recreation policies of
Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act, because the project is not directly adjacent to
the coast and the project will not inhibit access to the coastal waters and recreation
areas.
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Minor Use Permit I Coastal Development Permit# DRC2012-00012/ Graham
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EXHIBIT 8 - CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

Authorized Use
1.

This approval authorizes a Minor Use Permit to allow the existing residence to be used
as residential vacation rental.

Operational Conditions
2.

Availability of the residence as a rental to the public shall not be advertised on site.

3.

Vehicles used and traffic generated by the residential vacation rental shall not exceed
the type of vehicles or traffic volume normally generated by a home occupied by a full
time r~$ident in a residential neighborhood. Normal residential traffic volume m~ans ~P
to 10 trips per day. For purposes of this vacation rental, no more than two vehicles shall
be used and all .parking associated with the vacation rental shall be located in the
attached 2 car garage.

4.

All parking associated with the residential vacation rental shall be entirely on-site, in the
.garage, driveway or otherwise out of the roadway. Tenants of the vacation rental shall
riot use on-street parking at any time. A lease to the tenants of the Vacation Rental shall
contain these parking. requirements.

5.

The maximum number of occupants allowed in the residential vacation rental shall not
exceed the number of occupants that tan be accommodated consistent with the onsite
parking requirement, and .shall not exceed two persons per bedroom plus two additional
persons.

6.

The residential v~cation rental is not to change the residential character of the outside
appearance of the building, either by the use of colors, materials, lighting, or by the
emission of noise, glare, flashing lights, vibrations or odors not commonly experienced in
residential· areas.

· 7.

The residential vacation rental shall comply with the standards of Section 23.06.040 et.
. seq. (Noise Standards). No residential vacation rental is to involve on-site· .use
equipment requiring more than standard household electrical current at 11.0 or 220 volts
or that produces noise, dust, odor or vibration detrimental to occupants of adjoining
dwellings.
·

8.

The property owner shall designate a local property manager or contact person. The
local property manager or contact person shall be available 24 hours a day to respond to
tenant and neighborhood questions or concerns. Where a property owner lives within
·the same community as the residential vacation rental, the property owner may
designate themselves as the local contact person. The following requirements shall
apply:

of

(a)

The name, address and telephone number(s) of the local contact person
shall be submitted to the Department of Planning and Building, the local
Sheriff Substation, the main county Sheriff's Office, the local fire agency and
supplied to the property owners within a 300 foot radius. The name,
address and telephone number(s) of the local contact person shall be
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Minor Use Permit I Coastal Development Permit# DRC2012-00012/ Graham

Page7
permanently posted in the residence in a prominent location(s). Any change
in the local contact person's address or telephone number shall be promptly
furnished to the agencies and neighboring property owners as specified in
this subsection.

(b) If the local contact person is unavailable or fails to respond, the complaining
party may contact the Sheriffs Office. The Sheriff will attempt to reach the
local contact person. In cases where the Sheriff was unable to reach the
local contact person, the penalties as set forth in 23.08.165 Subsection n
shall apply.

9.

Rental of the residence shall not exceed one individual tenancy within seven
consecutive calendar days. No additional occupancy {with the exception of the property
owner) shall occur within that seven day period. The residential vacation rental shall
only be used for the purpos.es of occupancy as a vacation rental or as a full time
occupied residence. No other use (i.e.: home occupation, temporary event, homestay)·
shall be allowed on the site.

10.

The residential vacation rental shall meet the regulations and standards set forth in.
Chapter 3.08 of the County Code, including any required payment of transient
occupancy tax to the County Tax Collector for each residential vacation rental.

11.

Penalties for violation of these conditions of approval may Include revocation of the
Minor Use Permit and Business license. If a ·local contact person is not able to be
reached by the Sheriff more than three times in .any consecutive six month period, this
shall be grounds for revocation of the Business License consistent with Title 6 of the

.

~~C~.

12.

This land use permit is valid for a period of 24 months from its effective date unless time
extensions are granted pursuant to Land Use Ordinance Section 23.02.050 or the land
use permit is considered vested. This tand use permit is considered to be vested once
·proof of Transient Occupancy Tax payment to the County Tax Collector is submitted to
-the Department of Planning and Building within 24 months of approval

13.

All conditions of this approval shall be strictly adhered- to, within the time frames
specified, and in an on-going manner for the life of the project. Failure to comply with
these conditions of approval may result in an immediate enforcement action by the
Department of Planning and Building. If it is determined that violation(s) of these
conditions of approval have occurred, or are occurring, this approval may be revoked
pursuant to Section 23.10.160 of the Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance.
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SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY

j.
l
i

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING
AND BUILDING
THIS IS A

NEW

PROJECTrRE~~;~~l,;- .... ·.. .

-. .

~

,-

...

. _ _,_,'

\

,....,.

\

I

l

1

DATE:

8/9/2012-A

·¥-V\. ·)

(jt___._r-0:

12'

I_

I\U s

,PRclM: Cody Scheel, Coastal Team

,
.

·o

\

,-c<.;n:Y cc ::·:·\' '..U!S 08\SPO

\

.. . .

.,._,._ ,r-l

~-

..

--·.::-:

: ·

I

---~ t~ \!",:·:~~(~}{~-~

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: DRC2012-00012 ANDREW-,Min·of-,Uset~Perniiffor a.-Yacatib.f.u:e.i:dal.
Site located off San Luis Street in Avila Beach. APN: 076-2b~:n-82..........----------"··~---···-·
Return this letter with your comments attached no later than: 14 days from receipt of this referral.
CACs please respond within 60 days. Thank vou.
)

PART 1- IS..TRE ATIACHED INFORMATION ADEQUATE TO COMPLETE YOUR REVIEW?
/

~/YES
0

(Please go on to PART II.)
(Call me ASAP to discuss what else. you need. We have only 10 days in which
we must obtain comments from outside· agencies.)

NO

PART II -ARE THERE SIGNIFICANT CONCERNS, PROBLEMS OR IMPACTS IN YOUR AREA OF
REVIEW?
0

YES

(Please describe impacts, along with recommended mitigation measures to
reduce the impacts to less-than-significant levels~ and attach to this letter)
(Please go on to PART Ill)

f.a/ NO

PART Ill - INDICATE YOUR RECOMMENDATION FOR F1NAL ACTION.
Please attach any conditions of approval you recommend to be incorporated into the projecfs
approval, or state reasons for recommending denial.
IF YOU HAVE ..NO COMMENT," PLEASE SO INDICATE, .OR CALL
(~~.

(.:.

\.. '· )C":>

v..__.,-~

...... -··

\ , I
~

(

i ____ ..-

Date

-~

..)

,

.•......•

<---~

;
I

Phone

COUNTY GOVERNMENT CENTER

EMAIL: planning

.. .., -

.: ••. )

@co.slo.ca.us

o
o

SAN lUIS OBISPO

FAX:

o

CALIFORNIA

(805) 781-1242~

93408

"
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AUG-10-2012 15:06 From: A VILA BEACH CSD

To:7811242

Page:l

SAN "I.~UIS OBISPO COUNTY

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND BUILDING
THIS IS A NEW PROJECT REFERRAL
DATE:

TO:

8/9/2012

Au.'-\ 0:-.

:\:> c:. a- c.b

FROM: Cody Scheel, Coastal Team

PROJECT DESCRIPnON-: ORC2012R00012 ANDREW· Minor Use Pennit for a vacation tental.
Site located off San _L_lJJ~ S.k~tJn.AYil~_ eeach. APN: 076·201-0.82.
Return this letter with your comments attached no later than: 14 days from receiot of this mteuat.
CACs please resoond within 80 davs. ThsnkVDu.
PART 1 -IS THE ATIACHED INFORMATION ADEQUATE TO COMPLETE YOUR REVIEW?

~YES

'?f.

NO

(Please go on to PART II.)
(Call me ASAP to- discuss what else you need. We have only 10 days in which
we must obtain comments from outside agencies.)

PART II -ARE THERE SIGNIFICANT CONCERNS. PROBLEMS OR IMPACTS tN YOUR AREA OF

REVIEW?

(Please describe impacts, along with recommended mitigation measures to
reduce the impacts to less-than·significant levels, and attach to this Jetter)
(Please go on to PART Ill)

PART Ill - INDICATE YOUR RECOMMENDATION FOR FINAL ACTION. l
Please attach any conditions of approval you reCQmmencf to be incorporated into. the projecfs
approval, or state reasons for reeC>inmendlng-denial.
IF YOU HAVE "NO COMMENT." PLEASE SO INDICATE, OR CALL.

Date

I

I

COUNTY GOVERNMENT CeNTER

EMAIL:

planning @co.slo.ca.us •

\}1) ~· (\ \)J~/ ~ t
Name

• SAN LUIS OBISPO

FAX:

•

CAUFORNIA

(80S) 781-1242•

93408
I

•

(805)781-5600

WEBStTE;'http:/ /www.sloplannfng.org
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RE: DRC2012-000 12 ANDREW, Coastal E-Referral. (MUP. Avila Beach)
Robinson, Daniei@Coastal

to: 'cscheel@co.s!o ca. us'

From:

"Robinson. Danie!@Coastal" <Daniei.Robinson@coastal.ca.gov>

To:

'"cschee!@co.slo.ca.us"' <cscheel@co.slo.ca .us>

03/27/2012 02:22PM

Thank you Cody.
CCC has no comments on this vacation rental app.
Cheers,
Daniel

From: cscheel@co.slo.ca. us [ mailto:cscheel@co.slo.ca .us]
Sent: Monday~ August 27, 2012 11:47 AM
·
To: Robinson, Danie:I@Coastat
Subject: RE: DRC2012-00012 ANDREW1 Coastal E-Referral, (MUP, Avila Beach)
Please see attached.

Cody Scheel
Planner - Current Planning
County of San Luis Obispo
Department of Planning & Building
976 Osos Street, Room 300
San Luis Obispo, CA 93408
(805) 781-5157
cscheel@co.slo.ca. us

From:

To:
Date:
Subjed:

"Robinsori, Daniei@Coastal" <Daniei.Roblnson@coastal.ca.gov>
"'cscheel@co.slo.ca.us'" <cscheel@cp.sto.ca.us>
08/2712012 11:05 AM

RE: DRC2012·00012 At~DREW, Coastal E-Referral, (MUP . .i\vila Beach)

Thanks fortrying. Still giving me an error (404).
Daniel

From: cscheel@co .slo.ca .us [mail to: cscheel@co. slo .ca. us]
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 11:03 At•1
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August 291h, 2012

To whom it may concern,

This letter is written on behalf of the residents of the Avila Cove Condominium Owners
Association. Our association would like to express our deep concern over the potential of
utilizing the. unitland or units adjacent to our property as resort rentals~ A-vi.la-Cov.e COAhas a specific policy that forbids short term rental of any property in the complex. We
· have this policy because we recognize the shortage of parking for all units located on San
Luis Parkway and. San Luis Street. Additionally, we make every effort to maintain a
peaceful living community that respects the rights of all Avila residents. We believe·
adding additional rental units will compromis~ this effort and complicate the already
dense parking issues associated with San Luis Parkway and San Luis Street.
Avila Beach has an adequate supply of rental properties located in town and adding
additional rentals will not serve to improve the Avila Community. We have a finite
. amount of city resources to police and manage community needs, so we respectfully
·request that you keep those resources focused on our current residents and prevent any
new unit(s) from being utilized as a resort rental property.

I·

Respectfully,
Avila Cove Condominium Association
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August 30,2012

Dear Cody Scheel and the San Luis Planning and Building Department:

i
We are writing in response to the letter from the Avila Cove Condo Association. While
we are NOT part of Avila Cove Condo Association, we are NOT bound to their rules
and regulations. We do understand their concerns, and believe that it will not be an
issue for our house. Our house provides 4 car parking spots, two inside the garage and
2 outside. For one family to stay at the house, this will provide more than adequate
space.
During the sununer months, visitors park their cars on san luis parkway up all the way
on Avila Beach Dr to walk into town. This is clearly already happening with or without
summer homes being rented. In a recent article from Mary Richert Foppiano (executive
.director of the Avila Beach Civic Association) she states there isn t enough rental homes
in a town that only houses 350 residents, and they welcome addition tourist and
vacatior:a rental in qrder to accorrunodate the needs of Avila Beach as a resort town. We
experienced that first hand as we have often had problems findiri.g good home rentals
(there are only 20-30 that is publically known) before purchasing our home. I believe
that this will serve the community of Avila beach very well.
1

-While we understand their concern for peaceful living, we do not want to disrupt that
balance as well. We love Avila Beach, as we gof'engaged on that beach and my
husband has been coming there since his college years. This community has become
our home. We would just like the opporturiity to share it with family and friends and
therefore going through the formalprocess of getting.the permit.·

Sincerely Yours,

TheGrahams
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Vacational Rental For 194 San Luis Parkway Avila Beach
Penni Tidwell to: cscheel, annemb, Pete Kelley

0911012012 10:20 AM

From:

Penni Tidwell <pennitidwell@live.com>

To:

<cscheel@co.slo.ca.us>, <annemb@sbcglobal.net>, Pete Kelley <pedrok.elley@gmail.com>

To Whom it May Cancer:
We are writing this letter in regards to the proposed vaction rental request of 194 San Luis Parkway Avila
Beach. As owners of 198 San luis Parkway Avila Beach we have conerns with this being approved
beacuse of parking, nuisances, noise, and property value loss.
In regards to the major concern being parking: We ourselves had 194 San Luis Parkway in escrow but
because of the difficulty in parking we decided to buy the top unit. Even though these are deemed as two
car garages it is impossible to park two vehicles in the garges because of the entrance sharing the
common space with the two 9X18 Ft. "Guest Parking" •. When there are cars in the guest parking spots it
makes it impossible to enter gargage straight, ·therefore you must enter at a 90 degree angle and park at
a angle preventing another car to enter garage. Any person(.s) renting. this unit will find it much easier to
violate the rules and park in the guest parkingi in front of garage or in front of said unit therefore
preventing access to others along with being a Safety and Fire Hazard issue.
The second concern is Nuisances: As stated in the CC&Rs. 2.3 Nothing shall be done on any parcel or
withing the reciprocal easement area that may be of may become an annoyance or nuisance to the
residents of any Parcel or that in any way interferes with the quiet enjoyment of the other occupants of
the property of use of the reciprocal easement area. We believe that we along with other residence of the
property will having to constently "Pollee" said vacation renters ori how and where to park. CC&Rs also
state in Restrictions 2.1 Land use states all parcels shall be used for residential purposes only. Once this
property is approved for Vacation Rental it then becomes commericial which violates the CC&Rs.
Third .concern is the noise that it will create having Vacation renters in such a small space. All vehicles
must pass by first two units using a very narrow and steep driveway therefore causei.ng a negative impact
in the privacy and secruity of our residence;
lastly we also feel that having a Vacation Rental within our complex will cause a decrease in our property
value. Avila Bea.ch already has plenty Vacation Rentals that should be utilized before more are added.
We would request that Mary Matakovicli read this letter tonight Sept. lOth 2012 at meeting on our behalf
since we will not be able to attend.
· ·
Please feel free to contact us at 209.529.9922 or by email.
We hope that you will take all things considered in this matter,
Sincerely,
Greg and Penni Tidwell

of
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FW: Avila court
Penni Tidwell to: cscheel, annemb, Pete Kelley

.

.

09/10/2012 03:45 PM

From:

Penni Tidwell <penni_tidweU@Iive.com>

To:

<cscheel@co.slo.ca.us>, <annemb@sbcglobal.net>, Pete Kelley <pedrokelley@gmail.com>

To Whom it May Concern:
Please see attached email from Craig Smith who was the Architect of the 194 San Luis Parkway Avila
Beach. These are his concerns in regards to the said property requesting to become a Vacational Rental.
Regards,
Greg· and Penni Tidwell
Owners of 198 5an luis Parkway Avila Beach

From: pennitidwell@live.com

To: pennitidWell@live.com
Subject: FW: Avila court
Date-: Mon, 10 Sep 2012 15:39:51-0700

Please forward
I

• •

Subject: FWd: Avila court
From: GTidwell@tidwellenterprises.com
Date: Mon, 10 Sep 2012 12:20:08 -D700
· To: pennitidwell@live~com

Sent from my iPhone
Greg,
. I looked into the situation regarding. the rentaJ of the unit and there are a couple of things you can· do.
One is the fact that the existing ~se pennit was not set up for renting a unit out. This is a. PUD, not a
stand-along SFR, so there are.more "teeth" in the existing conditions of approval. If there is no provision
for this, it will have to be applied for. ihe biggest Impact is the parking, or potential lad< of it fot renting.
The parking calc was for occupancy, not renting, therefore this will have to be dealt when they apply for a
MUP to rent out the unit. ·
·
CRSA Architecture
Craig· R. Smith, AIA, CEO/Prjncfpal Architect
890 Monterey Street, Suite A
San luis Obispo, CA 93401
Phone: 1 (805) 544~3380 x 202
Fax:
1 (805) 544-8625
Email: crsa@cralgrsmithaia.com
Web:
www.craigrsmithaia .com
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A VILA VALLEY ADVISORY COUNCIL
San Luis Obispo County, California
P.O. Box 65, Avila Beach, CA 93424
www.Avila Valley.org
Tuesday, September 11, 2012
Cody Scheel, Planner
cscheel@co.slo.ca. us
Hello Cody:
At last night's meeting of A VAC, the Minor Use Penn it for a Vacation Rental at 194
Parkway was discussed.
After lengthy discussion and input from nearby neighbors (Avila Cove Condominium
Association, the Tidwells who live on the property and Mary Matakovich whose home is
next door west of this property, A VAC voted unanimously to: recommend to Pliuining
that the MUP be DENIED on the basis of limited and difficult parking, the potential
for noise and the restriction 2.1 Land Use in the 3-house CC&Rs.
These parties will be Informed of the Hearing on October 5, 2012 ifthey wish to attend.
Thank you for your continuing attempt to protect Avila's current residents.
Sincerely,

Anne M. Brown, Chair
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Septl2,2012
To the San Luis Building and Planning Committe;
Thank you for taking the time to review this file and help us navigate this process.
We are writing this letter in response to the neighborhood conerns. In regards to the
parking situation, the requirement states a property should have enough parking
spaces to accommodate the people allowed. Our home is a 1590 square feet with
three bedrooms, allowing for two people per bedroom. A two car garage is ample
space required for six people. The building is suited for two regular sized vehichels
easily as shown in the building plans we submitted. The two extra spaces outside
are a bonus for two other cars, welcomed to anyone within the three homes. I
understand that there may be some concerns that the tenets will"violate"
unwritten rules of parking but we don't foresee that being a problem as we will only
be renting to one family at a time and will make sure they understand they will only
be parking in our garage or allotted spaces.
We did review the CCR's prior to purchasing our home with the real estate agent
that listed the three homes. They are standard, and we are within our rights to use
this home as a part time vaction rental as these properties are free standing homes
with no association or HOA only a drieway easement We will attach the CC&R's
upon request.
This proposed vacation rental is a single family rental, we as owners would want the
renters to respect our beautiful home as we would. While we understand the
neighbors concern, the impact would be the same or less, as if we were there. We
have a zero tolerance policy and anyone that does not respect this, will be asked to
leave immediately. There will be no need for " polidng." This community is mixed
with senior homes, families and partying college students less than 200ft away. It
welcomes beach goers everyday that park on San Luis Parkway and around the
streets. These are the daily exposures we have as owners in this beach community.
We hope this addresses any concerns of the neighboring residents and eases them
knowing we are extremely concerned with maintaining a peaceful living situation
and greatly respect the privacy of our fellow homes owners.
Sincerely;
The Grahams
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Presented By: Andrew Graham
Received: Prior to Meeting
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NOTE:
•
•

•
•
•

Last page of this Rental Agreement must be signed and returned to us within 48 hours of
receipt along with a copy of your photo ID.
Full payment is due 30 ~ays prior to arrival and will be charged to credit card on file without
notification.
Key pick up/drop off is at our office at 702 Dolliver St. in Pismo Beach:
Between 3-Spm Mo~day through Friday and by 3pm Saturday and Sunday..
Please call to arrange after-hours key pick up.
All rates and amenities subject to change, we reserve the right if necessary to change
properties.

I·

I
lI.
I
I

VACATION RENTAL AGREEMENT .. TERMS AND CONDITIONS

-BEACH BUM HOUDAY RENTAL AND MANAGEMENT INC., herein after
referred to as BBHR&M serves as the Agent and representative of an owners of vacation rental
properties in its rental program, and Is acting at all times, in and tor the best interests of the owners.

Guest agrees to the charges on the Rental Agreement. If paying by check, a valid credit card Is still
required and any non-sufficient funds fees will be charged to guesfs credit card.
BSHR&M accepts Visa, MasterCard credit/debit cards:
A payment by credit card equal to 1 night's rent plus processing fee will be required as a
reservation guarantee; when making a reservation. For reservations of 30 days or more. the.
reservation guarantee Is equal to 25% of the monthly rental fee. Receipt of the last page of this
document must be receiVed within 48 hours in order to confirm the reservation. At that time, the
credit card on file will be charged accordingly and an automated receipt email will be sent for
your records.
B. The remaining balance is due no later than thirty (30) days prior to your Check..in date, either by
check or credit card on file. BBHR&M DOES NOT ACCEPT ANY PAYMENTS AT CHECK-IN.
C. Reservations placed within thirty (30) days of check-in date will require payment in full at the
time of booking the reservation and must be paid with credit/debit cards only. BBHA&M does not
accept checks for reservations made less than thirty (30) days before Check..in date In order to
allow for processing time.

A.

*****State Law requires a bed tax correction for all rental~ less than thirty (30) days.

- By providing credit card number as a guarantee. Guest agrees to pay all rent and
associated fees, accept all terms of the lease agreement and accept all liability for any damage not
covered by the security depo$it and/or beyond normal wear and tear during. the 1erm of tease with
BBHR&M. Any charges exceeding security deposit. guest understand that these costs will be charged
to credit card and that all credit card sales are final.

- BBHR&M will attempt to contact Guests close to
scheduled arrival date at which time

lock box codes are released for after hour key pick-up. If

unavailable by phone, Guest must make contact with office 24 hours prior to arrival date for after hours
instructions. The property cannot be guaranteed ready for occupancy untii3PM. BBHR&M will use its
connm•~rciJallv reasonable efforts to
the
for
3PM. but
2
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be teleased 118' to party signing contract. unless previous arrangements
are made and a key retease\form assigning another party (25 years of age or older) has been
previously signed and retum~ to BBHR&M at least 24Hrs prior to arrival. Guest will receive: 2 sets of
keys and 1 remote cohtrol device for garage door/gate opener if applicable~ Cars must be parked in .
specified parking on.l~, no tr~ters allowed on driveways or parking garages unless previously arranged
is/a~e available for this property. Any additional cars will have to be parked on the
no.rl~inn reQIUI~!i_Qr:t~ We
outside the specified spaces.
Also, Guest shan pay all costs and
charges related to loss of any keys or opening devices. (Minimum charge $50) Guest may not remove
lockS, even if installed by Guest.
.. NO EXCEPTIONS unless 48 hour prior

arrangements are made! Timely check-out is strictly enforced so that BBHR&M has adequate time to
prepare the property for the next guest. Upon checking out, please return keys and garage remote (If
applicable) to the OFFICE. If leaving before office hours. retum items to the lock box. If the property's
keys are not returned upon check-out. BBHR&M is authorized to charge the Guesrs credit card on file
for the costs of re-keying or replacing all of the locks and re-issuing new keys to owners. cleaning
crews, and BBHR&M. Guests that do not vacate the rental property and return the keys by 11 :00 AM,
or in the event Guest retums to the premises without the consent of the BBHR&M after tuming in the
keys and checking out, GueSt will be charged a fee equal to the rental rate for one {1) day.
t

• BBHR&M is not responsible for Guests inability to arrive
on time nor if Guests Choose! or are required to depan early for any reason, nor if members of Guests
party do not show up. NO REFUNDS will be offered.
.
.
- Guests acknowledge, understand, and agree that the moment Guests
givE;' BBHR&M their credit ca"d information, BBHR&M is authorized to charge said credit card for the
rental amount agreed upon. 9BHR&M's Cancellation Policy wiU govem any cancellation, rescheduling,
or change after the credit card transaction has been processed.

1111

: an authorization
will be placed on Guest's credit card for the
corresponding property's security deposit 1-3 days prior to arri\181, this authorization hold is released by
Guest's bank card company between 14-21 days. Should it be necessary to use atl or any portion of
the security deposit, BBHR&M will notify Guest of ~ny findings by phone and/or e·mail. Security
deposits may be used but are not limited to as follows:
A. Guest's security D.posit Authorization hold will not be charged unleS$ repairs or
repracemet:l. are needed due to damages resulting from guest•s actions.
B. In the event of rec~ipt of any utility bills with charges not approved by BBHR&M or Owner, or
charges extremely ~xceedJng a previous statement the security deposit will be used to cover
these charges.
·
.
C. Afl rental propenies are fully furnished. Guest will not remove any items from the property
specifically· to the beach or other properties. Security deposit will be used to replace or clean

the item(s). Rearranging or moving of furniture is prohibited and will resutt in a fee of no less
than $100 due to extra housekeepjng services.
0. Guest shall not make any alterations in or about the P.roperty including, but not limited to,
moving furniture, painting, wallpapering, adding, or changing locks, installing antenna, or
satellite dish, placing signs, displays or eKhibits, or using screws. fastening devices. large
nails or adhesive materials.
3
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- - - - Cancellations must be submitted in writing and confirmed by BBHR&M.
Inc. no later than thirty (30) ~ays prior to the original check-in date in order to receive a refund, less a
$100 cancellation fee land ~0 processing fee. Less than (30) days notice will result in a LOSS equal to
the full rent amount + $30 prpcessing fee.

~

aJ

For reservations of days longer, the reservation guarantee (due ar the time of reservation) and ·
cancellation fee are eflual to(25% of the monthly rental fee. NO EXCEPTIONS.
I

I

- This Va~tion ~ental Agreement is a legally binding agreement between Guests, Agency
& Owner. Your reserJc:ttion binds you to a specific period of time and property. BBHR&M will make
every effort to correct !any pr~blem that arises during your stay in a timely manner subject to the terms
in this agreement. tn ltle rare event the property you have selected is out of order or unavailable; we do
reserve the right to substitut~ with a comparable property without notice or liability. If a comparable
property is not availa~le, thejguest may seted from other available properties at the published rate or
receive a full refund. rhere
be no refunds or compensation for events out of BBHR&M's control
including but not limit~ to: Acts of God, Mother Nature, acts of war or government agencies, road
maintenance, gas shd,rtagesj power outages or water outages, construction or maintenance work in the
vicinity, equipment fail:ures, r(lad conditions, proximity to other dwellings, business closures and area·
event schedule chang~s.
-

-

will

• Gu~t assumes responsibility in keeping everyone in their party within BBHR&M's

!

guidelines.
•

All vehicles aliJ>wed o~ premises must be regiStered with office~ please verify maximum number
of vehicles alld.wed with each specific property, parking pass may apply to avoid towing.

~e anoJ,ed to be parked in driveways that are shared with other properties. -

•

No vehicles

•

Noise ordinan4es sh~U be enforced, 9 pm on weeknights and 11 pm on weekends.

•

You will be responsi~e for the behavior and actions of people from your party on any courtyard
;.
or common areas.
I

•

i

l

Only the numb~r of g~ests specified on the Terms and Conditions of the property are allowed

overnight or wi~in the property at any given time.

• Other properti,s may~ occupied by people other than your party, please be courteous.
• Absolutely no one is anowed on rooftops.
• No skateboard~~ bike~, skates. or scooters allowed in courtyards or on decks.

~o

•
drinlng of alcoholic beverages by persons under the legal age of twenty-one
(21) is allowed on rert.II pr~rties. If Guests are arrested for underag~ d~nking at r«:"tal properties or
if BBHR&M observes! Guests ~nder the legal age of twenty-one (21) drlnktng alcoholic beverages,
BBHR&M reserves
right te terminate this Agreement and evict Guests with no refund~ Illegal drug
use Is strictly prohibited and P.rosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.

I

iMjil -

I·

thel

Propert~~with J~ne
grillS are fueled by liquid propane and under NO circumstances
may Guests add charppal or
derivative of Charcoal to the propane grills. If Guests add Charcoal to a

J·

~ny

propane grill, BBHR&M is authorized to charge not less than $100 to Guests credit card for cleaning of
grill.

I

!
I

l'li.F¥f4Wlll~ - Re~tal properties are individually owned and B~HR&M cannot guarantee TV

chamel avaUability. Rental pr~perties do not necessarily offer premium packages, i.e.• Movie
Channels. Sports Charlnels, Rllay Per View, etc. BBHR&M cannot under any circumst~i~ng oate: 2126113
·
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~
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prer:...ium channels~ NO EXCEPTIONS! NO REFUNDS OR REBATES will be offered.
: Cleaning
is non-refundable and is appliecJ-to·restoring the property to a
professionally cleaned cond
after Guest departure including the laundering of linens. Not included:
returning any furniture that
been moved, washing excessive kitchen ware. and any carpet stains
not from normal foot traffic
cause an additional fee to be charged. Should Guest need to dispose of
waste during stay, there are !l!!t.vt·ari'"'" individual or large containers for their convenience. blue bins for
recycling, green bins for
waste and brown bins for all other waste .

..occupancy and use of premises Shall not be such as to disturb or
by means of including but not limited to; parties, excessive speeding·
of ATV•s or Off Road Motorcycles/Dirt Bikes, excessive noise anc:l/or
obnoxious behavior, .rtic:.r-he~rnir.. n of Firearms, 88/Pellet Guns. Paint BaH Guns, Potato Cannons, or
Fireworks (illegal in Pismo Beach), or any other noise..inducing mechanisms. Also, Guests Shall not
disturb, annoy, or interfere with the right to quiet enjoyment of any neighbors or Guests surrounding the
property. Guest shall abide D.y any by-laws or CC&R•s, which may be applicable to the property, and
further, shall not use the pro@erty for any unlawful purpose or violate any law, ordinance. or regulation
to avoid termination trbm thei property. Any disturbance calls from neighbors, police department~ or
individuals to BBHA&M will ~utomatically terminate· contract and will result in the forfeiture of the-full
amo~nt of the SecuritY Depo~it. BBHR&M reserves the right to terminate this Agreement and evict
Guests with no refund~ or reb~te
rACal"'.:ante:

~ Premises are to be left in undamaged conditton. Properties have been

:

.cleaned and inspecte~ prior ~o Guests arrival. Guests must call BBHR&M if any damages or defects
are noticed upon arrival.
1
.

i

ifiliiTiil'l- This Ag~ement shall be govemed by and interpreted In accordance with the laws of the
State of California anci, be tre~ted as though it were executed in the COunty Of san Luis Obispo, State
of california. Any actid.n relating to this Agreement shafl be instituted and prosecuted only in the San
luis Obispo County S~periorjCourt. Califomia. Guests specifically consent to such jurisdiction and to
extraterritorial service

pt proc~ss.

-

~~properties are privately owned, fumished and equipped by its

OWNER. ASSUCtltBBHfiMi nnot make any changes to the furnishings or equipment provided by
the owner. If Guest requires special appliances or equipment, please bring them with you. Furnishings
are subject to Change withou~ notice. Loss of these items. as well as damage to the property or
furnishings in excess normal wear will be charged to Guest(s), the renter. Certain closets. cabinets
and or rooms are lockE:id by tHe OWNERS for their personal storage and are not included in this rental,
tampering with locks will be cbnsidered a violation of agreement and result in a fee to cover damages

9•

and ross.

I

\

.

- Some properties contain gas or wood burning fireplaces.

~ - No other i~ms mly be burned In gas log fireplace, including but not limited to; sticks,

wood. Charcoal, Java r9cks, ~per, trash, etc. If any other item is burned in gas log fireprace. guest will
be charged a $100 clean-out;e that will be billed directly to Guests credit card on file. Guests further
~ no fire will b$ left u ttended.
~- • B~HR& does not provide a startup suppJy of hardwood logs. No other items
including but not timlted to; ch~rcoal, lava rocks, accelerants, etc. will be burned in fireplaces or fire
pits. Gliests agree to p~y not l~ss than $100, if any ttems, other than hardwood or dura-flame type logs
are bumed tn fireplace.!
1
il~Pilil - Some pr~rties ~rovlde a rock fire pit or outdoor wood b.urning fireplace. 1 lT~j~~~k~r~~: ~~;~~~
5
i
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j·

I
\
I

i
i

does not offer a fire pit, guests will not make one as doing so is considered a safety hazard and
_ considered damage to the Premises. Guests further agree that no fire will be left unattended. When
guests are done with the fire pit, all flames and embers should be put out with water and smothered to
avoid accidental fires. Alf trash must be collected and properly disposed from around the fire pit.

- Some rentals are located within communities that require the
names and vehicles of the guests staying in the property, Guest must provide license plate and vehicle
make and model requested in the acknowledgement email.
.. Guests shall be solely responsible tor any property
any person or loss sustained by any person. including loss of money,
nlli!r.r,rnn,~• property. arising out of or in any way related to Guests use of the
J'\Or<IU'\na• property provided by BBHR&M or, the Owner at Guests request.
lliar with proper use and application of such items prior to using them.
IFY, defend and hold harmless Agent(s) and Its employees. owners
HmT1At\wnAr~ from all claims, disputes, litigation, judgments, costs and attomey
t'larl"lAIIIA or injury to Guest, family and friends of Guest or his/her licensees or
and all claims including those of third parties. arising out of or in any
premises or the items of personal property provided therein. Guests
HHIWJG.u (s) and its employees, owners and officers and/or Homeowner,
harmless and to indemnify
against any and all claims that arise pertaining to any event during the
course of rental as a conseq~ence of any acts or omissions of BBHR&M and/or owner ifs BBHR&M s.
employees and officers. 0W11er recommends that Guest carry or obtain insurance to protect Guest,
family and friends of Guest or his/her licensees. Guest or hiS/her personal property, including vehicles,
are not insured by Owner or, iif applicable, HOA, against loss or damage due to fire, theft, vandalism,
rain, water, criminal or negligpnt acts of others, or any other cause. Owner does not insure against·
personal injury to Guest, famjly and friends or his/her licensees due to any reason other than the ·
condition of the Property. Gu~sts assume the risk of injury or other losses relating to any recreational
activities and will hold owner
its Agents harmless with respect thereto.
- BB~R&M is not responsible for any items Guests leave behind intentionally or
unintentionally on Premises. ~HR&M will remove all items left behind and dispose of them unless
Guests request it to be retum:OO to them. BBHR&M is authorized to charge a $25 handling fee plus
return of any items Guests leave behind.
applicable shipping costs for

and

Y'e

- Shoulcf there be more than one Guest; eaCh one Shall be
individually and completely r~sponsible for the performance of all obligations under this Agreement.
jointly and individually With e~ery other Guest.

- Gubsts are a licensee of the Owner and
no way constitutes Guests achuiring interest in the property.

liiiill -A standard supply

not a tenant; renting the premises in

1

linens is provided In each property. Bed linen and bath towels are not
changed during this stay. The: startup set of shampoo, bath soap, hand soap, dish soap, toilet tissue,
paper towels, dishwasher and laundry detergent, and trash bags are not replenished; however,
housekeeping service and ot~er cleaning arrangements during your stay are available for an additional
charge. Contact the Reservations
Office for details.
I

I

- lnffJrmation on listings is as accurate as possible but cannot be guaranteed.

Rates, furnishings, fees, and taxes on listings are subject to change without notice. Please call or email
to confirm information prior to booking.

- - A lock-out o f + from a property will result in a $35 service call
1
6

I

1
;
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to p~ovide access to property if Guest is unable to pick-up an extra key. A lock-out after business hours
win result in a $100 service call and Guests credit card being charged accordingly.
- Some properties telephones are toH restricted and do not
permit long distance calls except for toll free numbers, calling card calls, credit card calls, collect calls,
valid third party calls, and emergency (911) cans. Any special feature calls including but not limited to:
Call Return, Call Block, Call Forward that Guests activates will be billed to Guests credit card on file
plus a $15 service charge per incident. Cell-phone signal is generally reliable in most properties but
cannot be guaranteed. Not an properties provide phone service.
• Guest shall properly use, operate and safeguard the Property including, if applicable,
any landscaping, furniture, furnishings, appliances and all mechanical, electrical, gas and plumbing
fixtures, and keep them clean and sanitary. Guest shall immediately notify BBHR&M of any problem.
malfunction or damage. Guest shall pay for all repairs or replacements caused by Guest,·friends. family
and licensees of Guest, excluding ordinary wear and tear. Guest shall pay for all damage to the...
Property as a result of failure to report a problem, maffunction or damage in a timely manner. Guest
shall pay for repair of drain
or
unless
defective
parts or tree·

roots rnv~iall'1la
.. The property is rented as a vacation residence only. for not more than the
maximum occupancy stated in all accommodation descriptions. lnclud
Guest o Is an
·
will
the
agreed upon
These limits are required by law and are for the safety
and protection of occupants and Owners. Any child five years old and above is considered an occupant.
& must be included in the occupancy total. Rollaway beds, cots. inflatable mattresses & sleeping bags
or other temporary or portable sleeping device not specifically provided by the owner and intended for
use to accommodate extra persons are prohibited. If you are found to exceed the m8)(imum occupancy
of your property it will be considered a breach of contract and wilt result in immediate eviction with no
refunds.

.. Every effort will be made to provide clear concise procedures at
the propeny for operating equipment such as cable/satellite TVs, DVD players, fireplaces and other
household equipment. BBHR&M is not responsible for Guest's inability to operate equipment or fotlow
the directions which may result in a service call for assistance. Any non-essential service call requested
by Guests to operate equipment will resutt in a $50 service charge plus $50/hr of onsite Jabor and will
be biJied to Guest's credit card. (NO refunds will be offered in conjunction with Guest's inability to
operate equipment.)
-All properties are non-smoking (including all decks, porches
and steps). Guests agree to pay no less than $350 for odor abatement if they smoke in or around the
home or if cigarette butts are left on the grounds. Guest forfeits the right to any security deposit refund
and is responsible tor all damage caused by the smoking incloding but not Jimited to removal of stains,
bumst odors and any replacement of furnishings damaged by the smoke.

- Unless otherwise specified, pets· are NOT allowed in most of our properties. Some
properties altow for Pet Guests. In those properties. the following terms and conditions apply: A non·
refundable, pre-detennined by property pet fee is charged per stay for pets to cover aU normal clean-up
required as a resuh of a pet being on the premises. NOTE: Pets are not permitted in hot tub. Guests
wilt be charged not less than a $100 cleaning fee if pet gets into the hot tub. Pets must be cor:nel~!~n~l .
1
. hou~roken, wen behaved, and pest free. Pets are not allowed on furniture. Guests vJIR~e~~~Q;.M~-~~~~~ ~
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less than an extra $100 cleaning fee for removing pet hair and other pet-related material from furniture.
Guests may not use any provided linens or towels on pets. Pets shaU not be left uncrated while alone
on premises. Guests agree to pay for any damages caused by pets. If pets have an accident in
property, all clean-up will be performed by the Guests. Guests further agree to police waste from the
grounds and deposit in outside garbage cans. Failure to comply With pet clean·up policy on the
premises may result in additional Cleaning charges that will be charged to the Guests credit card.
Guests agree to be in full control of their pets at all times and take fuH responsibility for their pets well
being. There are leash laws on and off the beaCh and guests should plan accordingly. If any of these
Pet Policy terms are not met, Guests are in violation of this Agreement. Guests agree that by signing
the Acknowledgement of this Agreement, they are authorizing BBHR&M to Charge Guests credit card
on file for any damages sustained as a result of a pet If a pet violation occurs on the property, or if
Guest does not jnform BBHR&M of a pet guest, Guest forfeits any security depoSit and is responsible
for any and all damage caused by the pet(s) inCluding but not limited to removal of stains, odors, and
any replacement of furnishings, walls, doors or flooring damaged by the pet.
• BBHR&M reserves the right to refuse service to anyone. All rental properties
are leased without regard to race, color, reltgion, sex, national origin, or handicap. Due to liability
issues, BBHR&M is unable to provide prospective renters with keys to preview properties.
- Owner and/or BBHR&M representatives have BBHR&M the right to enter the
Property, at any time, (a) for the purpose of making necessary or agreed repairs, improvements,
decorations, alterations, for maintenance or to supply necessary or agreed services; (b) to verify that
Guest has complied with the terms of this Agreement; or (c) Owner and OWner's representatives and
BBHR&M have the right to enter the Property, upon reasonable notice, to show the Property to
prospective or actual purchasers, Guests, tenants. mortgagees, lenders, appraisers or contractors (d)
in case of emergency.
·
- BBHR&M strives to comply with all reservation
requests for specific vacation properties. However. due to ownership changes, properties being
removed from rental use. mechanical problems, or other unforeseen circumstances outside of
BBHR&M's control and cannot absolutely guarantee a specific property. BBHR&M reserves the right to
change property assignment to a comparable property without liability within a reasonable tine frame
Should rental property become unavailable. A comparable property will have sinilar or better value.
accommodations, function, unit amenities. or size as determined by BBHR&M .. No refunds will be
offered when comparable properties are available. Should Guest decline the comparable property.
Guest may reschedule or change their resel'\lation to another available date and property at the
published rates under the parameters of the rescheduling policy but no refunds will be offered. If
comparable properties are not available, Guests will have the option of selecting from any other
available properties for their reservation dates and pay or receive a refund of the difference in the total
cost or may choose to receive a full refund.

- In case any equipment malfunctions. Guests shall call the
office number and notify BBHR&M immediately or via the answering service to arrange for repairs and
initiate an urgent service call. Every effort will be made to correct any urgent situation in as little time as
possible. BBHR&M cannot guarantee against malfunctions of heating, electricity. water, any
appliances, hot tubs, Jacu2zi tubs, cable, satellite, television, telephones, electronics, gas logs, grills,
etc. No refunds or compensation will be given for faHure of the above. Any service call requested by
Guests that is a result of Guest action, abuse, misuse or negUgence may result in a $100 service
Charge plus $100/hr of onsite labor, plus parts and will be billed to guests credit card. NO refunds will
be offered in conjunction with false or mistaken service calls.
- A material breach of this Agreement by Guests whicff~ilfihe~l~g Date: 2126113
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determination of BBHR&M, resuhs in damage to the Premises, personal injury to Guests or others, a
breaCh of the peace, a nuisance to others, or a violation of criminal law or local code, shall be grounds
for termination of .Guests tenancy. Violation of any of the rufes contained herein will resuh in
IMMEDIATE EVICTION with NO REFUNDS. If the tenancy created hereunder is for 30 days or tess,
any expedited eviction procedures set forth in the applicable laws of the State of California shall apply,
Guest(s) may be evicted under such procedures if Guest(s): (0 hold over in possession after Guest(s)
tenancy has expired; (i~ commit a material breach of any provision of this Agreement that according to
its terms would result in the termination of Guest(s) tenancy; or (iii) have obtained possession of the
Premises by fraud or misrepresentation. Any reservation made under false pretenses will result in
forfeiture of advance payments and the party will not be permitted to check-in.

I
I

I

I

I
II
l
I
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RE: Minor Use Permit/Coastal Development Permit (DRC2012-00012)

Dear Board of Supervisors,
We wanted to write this letter to address concerns with the Minor Use Permit process as
applied to our efforts to obtain a vacation rental license.
Here are some important issues. Our house is one of 3 detached residences sharing a
common easement. They are not in a gated community and there's no HOA. Thousands of
visitors park their cars on San Luis Street during the summer months and traffic is common.
Most of the owners in Avila, including the appellants, use their residences as second homes
so they are, in fact, vacationers. If you were to carefully observe the activities at a house that
is rented as a vacation rental and compare them with those taking place at an owner
occupied second home they would be difficult to distinguish. Management firms often find
owners create more behavioral problems than vacation renters. Vacation rentals seldom
achieve more than 30-40% occupancy, remaining vacant much of the balance of the year.
Avila Beach is a high profile destination, with events such as the Amgen Tour, creating
increased demand for visitor serving lodging. Traditional development such as Harbor
Terrace and a new RV Park contributes traffic, noise and parking issues that are all
associated with a greatly expanded carbon footprint. Residential vacation rentals actually
act to better sustain the coastal character of historic towns than most commercial projects.
The ability of local municipalities to meet AB 32 standards by 2020 through implementation
of Climate Action Plans may be compromised by traditional sources of visitor serving
lodging tied to commercial development.
The position of the Coastal Commission on vacation rentals has evolved since they approved
the County of San Luis Obispo vacation rental ordinance in 2003. Their recent response to
efforts by Pismo Beach to satisfy visitor serving lodging through hotel/motel rooms
epitomizes this change.
We have patiently followed the MUP licensing process for vacation rentals in San Luis
County, even though the revised vacation rental ordinance soon to be reviewed by the
Coastal Commission, changes licensing to a ministerial approval. In fact the conditions
applied to our MUP go beyond those set forth by the revised ordinance that the Board voted
to approve for Cayucos, Cambria and Avila last April. Finally, we have confidence in the
ability of our management firm, Beach Bum Rentals, to provide the quality supervision our
house and the community deserves.
I urge you to review the recent Staff Report and consider the recommendations of the MUP
Hearing Officer, then vote to deny the appeal.

Sincerely,
The Graham's
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~eachside Rentals~ Inc..

RECEIVED

December 20, 2012

Daniel Robinson
California Coastal Commission/Central Coast District Office
725 Front Street, Suite 300
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4508

DEC 2 6 2012
CALIFORNIA

g~~~h~t ~W.k¥~WP~

Dear Mr. Robinson,
I am writing to voice my objection to the approval of the proposed revisions to the Vacation Rental
Ordinance in San Luis Obispo as presented to the Coastal Commission recently, and request to be
notified when this item is scheduled again on your agenda.
As a Vacation Rental business owner and resident of Cayucos, the results of the existing ordinance have
created issues that the county has not found satisfactory solutions for. Prior to making major changes to
the existing ordinance, the impact on visitor serving lodging and the economy in Cayucos needs to be
researched in much more detail.
Cayucos is a very unique Central Coast community with excellent beach access. There are very few
hotels, however, and even fewer with beach access at all. Vacation Rentals provide at least 58% of all
visitor serving lodging in Cayucos, according to research we have recently conducted using TOT
contributions as the basis. Our economy is almost entirely based on tourism.
Any reduction in the existing number of homes available for vacation rentals restrains the availability of
coastal access to the public. Having been subject to this ordinance since 2004, the local Vacation Rental
Companies have personally seen the availability of active licensed vacation rentals declining significantly
since the ordinance was originally approved and enacted. If something is not changed, we will
experience a continual and dramatic loss of homes available to visitors in Cayucos over the next 8 years.
There has been concern expressed, primarily by communities with vel}' different demographics, that
Vacation Rentals disturb the neighborhoods. Cayucos is different. Each month the Cayucos Advisory
Council meets and the Sheriff gives a report. In the last 2 years I have been reading the minutes from
these meetings, there has not been one comment by the Sheriff regarding disturbances at Vacation
Rentals. In addition, the county cannot provide us a list of valid complaints or calls to justify the density
standard.
Our iieighboring community in Morro Bay also has an ordinance, but it does not have a density standard.
Has anyone from our county done research to see if their ordinance is effective? I believe we can have an
even more effective ordinance without the proposed or existing density standard.
I would encourage you to review the demographics, which are unique. According to the recent 2010
Census and county records:
only 33.2% of households here are owner occupied
22 % are full time rentals
34% are second homes
10.10% are licensed vacation rentals (less if you take the inactive licensees into account)
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I believe that the existing density standard in this ordinance has had and will continue to have a negative
effect on coastal access to visitors, our Cayucos economic fabric and will create more disturbances in the
neighborhoods with the increase in illegal rentals. The proposed changes to the density standard do
nothing to rectify the inherent problems highlighted below, and may in fact make them worse.
Below are some of my concerns and some suggestions to consider.
The Existing Location (Density) Standard Issues:
Allows property owners to hold a license even if it is not used as a vacation rental, which
reduces the amount of visitor serving lodging available in Cayucos and is currently creating a
significant reduction in "active " rentals as these licensed homes become owner occupied or
removed from the Vacation Rental market. On the books, it would seem we have 244
vacation rentals, yet approximately 28% of them are virtually inactive according to tax
collections. This number has been increasing slowly each year and these rentals are not
being replenished due to the density standard already in place.
Has dramatically increased the number of illegal vacation rentals in our community. There is
not enough staff in the county to enforce the density standard on illegal vacation rentals and
the increase in this sector is actually making it more difficult to monitor and locate an owner
of these units. This defeats the original intention of the ordinance to be able to regulate the
homes and keep an eye on the other parts of the ordinance for noise and disturbances.
Is costing the county a lot of tax revenue by not registering the illegal rentals and being able
to regulate them. Many of these people would prefer to become legal if allowed, but are
finding it is very easy to rent their homes through VRBO websites because there is no
proactive enforcement of the ordinance. Also, they are losing a lot of revenue by allowing
homes to have a license even if it is not used as an actual rental, no tax is collected.
Suggestion: Since Cayucos is allowed different standards based on the uniqueness of our community,
we would like to see the 200 foot density standard eliminated, especially making an exemption for multifamily or oceanfront homes. Allow any home to be a vacation rental that complies with the rules of

the ordinance and maintains a good track record. Perhaps having a limit on the percentage of
homes in the area rather than a distance measurement would help. For example, not more than 1520 percent of the total number of parcels could be eligible. The rest of the Ordinance is acceptable.

Please notify me when San Luis Obispo County Vacation Rental Ordinance is on your agenda
again. My email address is cayucahini@gmail.com, or I can be reached on my cell phone at
805-801-6705. I would like to attend the meeting if it is a public one.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments and would be happy to answer any
questions you might have regarding the Vacation Rental Business in Cayucos.
Sincerely,

Toni LeGras
Member of the CCMA
Phone: 805-995-3680
Email: beachsider@earthlink.net

E:>eachside Rentals, Inc.
1 51

Ca_yucos Drive, Ca_yucos, CA 9)+)0
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A LAW CORPORATJON

Daniel Robinson
Coast Planner
California Coast Commission
(Central Coast)
725 Front Street, Suite 300

August 6, 2013

US MAIL and
EMAll..: Daniel.Robinson@coastal.cagov

Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Re:

Comments regarding proposed revisions to
San Luis Obispo County Vacation Home Ordinance

Dear Mr. Robinson:
It was a pleasure talking to you today concerning Coastal Conunission review of
the proposed San Luis Obispo County Vacation Home Ordinance. Please keep me on
the notice list regarding Coastal Commission Review of this ordinance. I also request a
copy of any correspondence addressing this ordinance including the recent inquires you

made for further information.

Tills letter is written on behalf of my mother, Ruth B. Sullivan, who is fortunate
enough to own a wonderful beach front home on Studio Drive in Cayucos.
Unfortunately, it sits vacant as she cannot rent it under the County's ordinance prohibiting
use of private homes as vacation rentals if there is another one located within a 200 foot
proximity.
This is a terrible waste of a resource that could and should be utilized to further the
goals of the Coastal Act, which include promoting tourism and providing low cost visitorserving opportunities for others to enjoy our coastal resources. Indeed our community

gains from the bed taxes generated and collect~d from vacation rentals.
Instead this home, like the majority of the other 61 homes in the Studio Drive

2238 Bayview Heights Drive. Suite C1 Los Osos, CA 93402

(805) 528-3355

legal@sullivanlawcorp.com
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enclave, sits vacant. By this ordinance, a handful of vocal Cayucos home owners (of the
approximate I 0 owner..occupied homeowners) dictate their non-resident neighbors use of
their homes. This home purchased in 2006 has such a high property tax that renting it o a
monthly basis at fair rental value would not service this property taxes let alone the
mortgage.
Unlike my mother's home, many of these homes have passed through families
from generation to generation, which explains their extremely low tax base and infrequent
use. Others are owned by the ultra rich and are simply not used except on an infrequent
basis. To limit vacation rentals and the opportunity to promote visitor-serving homes in
an existing development to protect 10 owner-occupied homes is the ultimate "Nimbyism"
and certaillly does not advance the goals of the Coastal Act.
The ordinance, which prohibits economic use is based on an arbitrary one vacation
home per 50 to 200 foot radius or per 100 to 200 feet linear on the same block and across
the street. The home on one side of my mother's is vacant, and on the other side, is a
vacation house that has never presented any problems. Therefore, it is perfectly logical to
have two or more vacation homes in a row and to allow vacation homes on the beach
front properties as there are no neighbors to be protected by a radius in front of those

homes.
Under the current ordinance, it is simply impossible for my mom's house to qualifY
as a vacation rental. After my mother attempted to apply for the required permits and
licenses, she received correspondence dated July 2, 2008, from Senior Planner, John
Busselle, confrrming that she could not apply for the required business license and
vacation rental application as the next door neighbor had already secured a vacation rental
permit and only one vacation rental within every 200 feet is allowed. The July 2, 2008
letter also advised

''You can ask for a waiver of.the 200 foot limitation through a
coastal Minor Use Permit (MUP) application. A MUP is a
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discretionary land use permit hat goes to a public hearing.
The fee for this is $2,787.00. Since the ordinance went into
effect in 2004, there have not been any successful waivers of
the 200 foot limitation. The fee is non-refundable so there is
a significant risk that you would spend the money and not
receive an approval of the waiver."
We are hoping that the Board of Supervisors will consider revisions to the
ordinance to allow more pennits for vacation homes while simultaneously adopting
reasonable regulations to protect neighborhoods from the noise and partying issues
sometimes associated with vacation homes.
After attending numerous Planning Commission and Board of Supervisor
hearings addressing the cUITent and proposed vacation home ordinance, it is abundantly

clear that this ordinance is structured to eliminate or certainly diminish the nuri:lber of
vacation homes within single family residential homes zoned areas. It certainly offers no
ability to increase the number of vacation homes. From my participation in those
hearings, it also was evident that there is not an enforcement problem and the 5 or 6
reported complaints over the years do not support these proposed subjective onerous rules
and regulations structured to jeopardize and revoke the permits.
1.

Vacation Homes Further the Goals of the Coastal Act.

The Coastal Act encourages the protection of existing and provision ofnew
affordable-housing opportunities in the Coastal Zone. Collectively, these requirements
reflect fundamental goal of the Coastal Act: protection of coastal resources by
concentrating new development in existing developed areas able to accommodate it.
The Coastal Act policies set forth in Section 30213 support recreational
opportunities for ~'all the people" and encourage and protect lower cost visitor and
recreational facilities. Section 30221 provides i'Oceanfront land suitable for recreational
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use shall be protected for recreational use and development, unless present and
foreseeable future demand for public corrunercial recreational activities that could be
accommodated on the property is already adequately provided for in the area". Section

30222 further states:

use ofprivate lands suitable for visitor-serving
commercial recreational facilities designed to enhance public
opportunities for coastal recreation shall have priority over
private residential~ general industrial, or general commercial
development, but not over agricultural or coastal-dependent
industry.''
'~The

While we agree with the County's suggestions that different densities should apply
to different areas, the radius proposal simply does not work for Studio Drive or other
beachfront properties. Attached hereto is a copy of a map of the Studio Drive area which
consists of a long strand of homes. We suggest that the beach front properties have no
density restrictions as there is no neighborhood on the seaward side of the homes to
protect with a radius. Moreover, to allow only one vacation home a distance of 100 to
200 linear feet and a radius ·of 50 to 200 feet is a far cry from the 20% limitation of
vacation homes allowed in any particular block in the recently adopted Santa Cruz
vacation home orclinance approved by the Coastal Commission. 1bis proposal
purposefully seeks to eliminate, reduce and restrict vacation homes in single family zoned
areas is much more akin to the recently rejected Pismo Beach ordinance. A copy of the
Coastal Commission staff report addressing Pismo Beach's and Santa Cruz's ordinances
is attached.

2.
Tbe Proposed Revisions to San Luis Obispo County Ordinance
23.08.165 Should Be Modified.
With regard to mandatory onsite parking requirements, we suggest that the same
parking requirements apply as would only apply to a full time resident in a residential
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neighborhood. Since many of the homes have coastal access walkways, there is no way
to control the parking generated by public utilization of those access ways. Renters
renting homes should not be banned completely from parking on streets at any time.
Moreover, it is not realistic to monitor it or to enforce such a restriction as suggested in
(i).
As provided in LUP Policy PR-1, "[T]he beach should be free to the public, some
parking and/or public transportation access to the beach shall be free to the public, and
recreational needs of children, teens, adults, persons with disabilities, elderly, visitors and
others shall be accommodated to the extent resources and feasability pennit." To bar any
onsite parking by anyone utilizing a vacation hom.e is unreasonable and violative of the
policy which provides some parking is to be provided to the beach going public.
We also submit that CEQA has not been complied with as the proposed
amendments will have a significant adverse environmental impact as the ordinance will
prohibit additional vacation homes and diminish the current stock of vacation homes.
With regard to the noise standards proposed in "j," we submit that the standard
proposed is too subjective and requires a different standard than is applied Wider the
regular San Luis Obispo County Noise Ordinance. If noise is an issue, that can be dealt
with under current laws. Please don't set a new subjective standard of "disturbing the
peace by vacationers.'' The same noise ordinance that applies to everyone should be the
same standard applied to visitors.
With regard to the proposed "n'' and ''o'' regarding enforcement, there needs to be
notice and a hearing process identified for dispute resolution. The provision stating
"[T]hree violations of subsection "n" as detennined by the County of Planning and
Buildffig staff person or a Sheriff's Deputy, within any consecutive six month period,
shall be grounds for revocation of the Zoning Clearance" is too subjective and provides
no opportunity to correct the violations. For example, if over one weekend, a visitor of
the tenant is parked on the street and this is documented three times, or if a contact person
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fails to respond within an unspecified time period, this "will cause the processing of
zoning clearance revocation'' and "the penalties set forth in subsection n shall apply."
While regulations are fme and should be adopted to protect the character and quiet
enjoyment of the neighborhood, the goal of such regulation should not be to provide a
basis to reduce the number of vacation homes in the neighborhood. If anything, we
belie-Ve it should be easier not harder to have a vacation home, especially near the shore
line. As pointed out by the Coastal Commission in denying Pismo Beach's severe
restrictions on vacation homes, "vacation rentals provide an important visitor function
that allows groups and families another option for overnight accommodations near the
beach and shoreline including in areas without significant commercial overnight options
where residential communities flank the immediate shoreline~ We submit Planning
Commission proposed amendments were large!~ swayed by vocal residents against
vacation homes and commentary by the commissioners certainly indicated their intention
to prohibit vacation rentals or to significantly diminish the visitor-serving
accommodations rather than provide a reasonable framework to appropriately regulate
their establishment and operation. We request that you delete the mandatory language of
"n" and "o'' and instead provide for a discretionary hearing process that affords notice and
due process before imposing any penalties or the loss of a permit.
We contend the ordinance as proposed is unconstitutionally vague and serves no
public policy purpose. When a statute that is so vague that people of common
intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its applicatio~ it
violates the frrst essential of due process. Such vague law may trap the innocent by not
providing fair warning. It also impermissibly delegates the legislative job of defming
what is prohibited to police officers, judges, and juries creating a danger of arbitrary and
discriminatory application. Further, it may have a· chilling effect causing people to steer a
wider course than necessary in order to avoid the strictures of the law. Appellants further
contend that this ordinance is tantamount to a taking in violation of the Fifth Amendment
of the U.S. Constitution and State Constitution. Unlike John W Ewing v. City of Carmel
by the Sea (1991) 234 Cal.App.3d 1579, this ordinance does not advance a legitimate
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state interest and it denies the economically viable use of many property owners land and
property (including my mother's).

~e current and proposed ordinance is unfair, unconstitutional and counter·
productive to county tourism and statewide encouragement of accessible visitor-serving
use of our coastal resources. It is not right that a few vocal residents obstruct all economic
use of homes owned by nonresidents who have to suffer the consequences of property
taxes~ assessments and bed taxes dictated by the residents. I suggest that an ordinance
similar to the City of Morro Bay's vacation ordinance be considered for adoption.
These resources should not be limited to a privileged few who are lucky enough to
be voting residents and I submit that the Coastal Act is not furthered by further limitations
on having a legal vacation home.
Very truly yours,
Sullivan & Associates

SLS:ldc

cc:

Ruth B. Sullivan
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